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t Sabbaticals claim success for Day of Action

Fully Occupied
by Tom Bradby
Hundreds of Edinburgh University students participated in last
week's Day of Action organised by
the Students' Association.
The action, taken in protest at
cuts in higher education fund ing
and student gra nts , and against
the possible introduction of student loans, included the novel
idea of "cram-ins" at two lectures,
as well as the more conventi o nal
concepts of a rally, and an occupation at New College.

-£7 .50 to London
·- Library automation
- "Question Time" at GST
- Action , action & more
action

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
• Cram-ins
• Occupation
• Media reactio n
Following the extremely po pular "cram- in " at Politics I , in
George Square students assembled in the Student Centre before
walking in a lo ng column to the
rally, and occupation events, at
the Divinity Faculty.
The beautiful New College
venue was fai rly fu ll as Norman
Shanks , th e Un iversity Chaplain,
spoke of having a vision "of what
the world should be like". A vision of society. he pointed out , that
was very different fro m the actuality , with the divide between rich
and poor , north and south, and
those who had jobs and those who
did not.
He criticised the Government's
policies including the expenditure
on "immoral weapons of mass
destruction ". He called fo r the
abandonment of student loans ,
pointing out that they e ncourage
people to get jobs that will earn
them a "fast buck" rather than
those which are socially useful and
person ally satisfying. " Investment in uni versit ies " he said " is
investm ent in the fut~re."
'
Gareth Butler, Tom Clarke's
research assistant , apologised fo r
the absence of Labour's Scottish
Education spokesman and read a
message from h im that o utlined
his support for students, his
opposition to student loans and
the poll tax , and his commitment

· - Zeke Manyika
-LP Feature
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-Pop Will Eat Itself

8-9 What's On
- International Week

After the successful Politics I cram-in 500 students crammed into the quad at New College for a rally last ,
Thursday. John Knox joined spectators but was largely ignored.
Photo: Phil Hulme

ESCA raffle success Edinburgh loses
Student Games
bySiobhanMulvaney

Edinburgh Students' Charities
Appeal (ESCA) is currently
~elebrating a profit of £4,300 arisng from the sales of raffle tickets
~~er the Christmas holidays . The
th per cent return is more than
ey had ho pe d for and puts their
~verall total of funds raised much
Egher tha n that of last year.
t SCA have offered their thanks
0
all those who sold the tickets
sent out through the post to all
~:~dems last term . They would
d 0 hke to apologise to those stuthnts Who o bjected being sent
em unsolicited.
sr~owever, ESCA stress that it is
ti~~ not_ too late for students to sell
ets 1f they wish as fung as the
llloney is sent in by the 2nd of

•

March. The draw is on the 4th
March.
ESCA are also pleased with the
interest shown in such forthcoming events as Rag Week, and have
announced that their next general .
meeting is on Monday evening,
23rd Fe bruary, at Chambers
Street.
There was a break-in at the
ESCA offices on Monday night ,
9th February, when two bottles of
Glenmorangie (raffle prizes that
have now been replaced), £20 in
cash and £78 in cheques were
taken . There was also about £60 in
damages and the police have been
contacted, although as yet there is
no word of any progress. ESCA
want to appeal to all those who
sent in cheques that have not yet
been cashed to cancel them .

·already there in Sheffield" as deciby Graeme Wilson
sive.
This statement again raises the
Edinburgh's bid for the British
issue of the University's refusal to
nomination to host the 1991 World
let Pollock Halls be used as part of
Student Games has ended in faithe Games Village. This seems to
lure, with Sheffield having been
have been more of a blow to Edinchosen instead.
burgh's bid than Council official
were prepared to admit. The fact
The decision , made in London
that Edinburgh has many of the
on the 12th February, is a bitter
sporting faci lities already from
disappointment to the Edinburgh
past games does not appear to
delegation who believed that the
have been influential in swaying
1986 Commonwealth Games
.fiasco was central to their rejecthe BSSF's views. In contrast the
Sheffield plan was classed by a
tion . However , this claim has
been denied by Dr Mike Clarke,
BSSF spokesman as" . .. bold and
chairman of the British Students" imaginative, with the prospect of
new facilities . . .. and the involveSports Federation (BSSF), who
ment of a large part of South
instead pin-pointed " ... the concept of a complete village which is ·Yorkshire".
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to introducing an allowance for 16
to 19-year-olds still in education.
Owen Dudley Edwards , the
well-known Reader in History at
the University , gave an eloquent,
entertaining and stirring attack on
the Government. " It is a great
privilege," he said , "to be teaching you , learning from you , being
here with you. " He pointed out
that it was s commonplace thing
that governments occasionally got
into power and that it was also
commonplace , with an election
which was coming, for a government to promise anything, "including its son's hand in marriage". Governments in power , he
told us, were diffe rent.
"All governments ," he said,
"have their neanderthals , and if
you say 'club 'em, beat 'em, hang
'em', all for law and order." The
neanderthals go into orgies on the
floor and beat people into voting
for th em ."
"This "' he said was a war on
intellect~als, ·a w~r on independence and a war o n truth ... this
is a govenrme11t showing it detests
knowledge."
He said that we could either
choose to do the work of the U niversity which was to think or ~· you
may choose to be sheep - high
sheep with fast cars, dubious
finances and messy sex lives" .
He said that it was a question of
advancing hum an nature and one
of "showing you can stand up to
the Government , showing that
you are not sheep and will not be
frightened by dirty sheepdogs ,
such as Norman Tebbit" . We
must show , he said , that we were
prepared to "fight for the life of
the man and woman, and not be
reduced to the life of the beast who alone can be relied on to vote
for them."

Night of
unrest
by Miranda Chitty
and Anjali Dholakia
T hursday night saw the culrnin ~tion of EUS~'s Day of Action

with the overnight occupation of
New College. One hundred and
fifty students, roused by the final
speech of Alastair Darling
moved from the rally in the quad
into the Divinity Faculty buildings.
'fea was fo llowed
by more speeches from some of
the city's political representatives.
At 10.30 pm , 300 students
packed the main room under
occupation to watch the banned
BBC Television Zircon documentary made by Duncan Campbell.
Afterwards , informal discussions
about future st udent action continued far into the night , with
others opting to watch videos, or
play the games Trivial Pursuits
and Scruples.
Taking account of suggestions
and proposals during the discussions, Claire McLintock, EUSA
Deputy President , outlined plans
for the future . As a result a working party of about one hundred
students have volunteered to
embark on a poster, sticker and
leaflet campaign promoting the
next event , an NUS demonstration on March 5th.
One hundred or more students
occupied the building until the
next morning and the EUSA sabbaticals declared that the event
had been a tremendous success.
Twenty-four hours of action: Bottom -on the march; centre left- cramming in for Politics I; right- occupation slumber; top- waiting for the free sandwiches. Photos: Tiddy Maitland-Titterton and Phil Hulme.

EUSA hits the
headlines
by Gillian Drummond
The Students' Association's
aim of attracting media attention
for the Day of Action were
granted last Thursday with the
arrival of reporters , photographers and television cameras.
As well as gaining radio and
television slots throughout Thursday , "Day Zero" was also the subject of various newspaper articles,
both locally and nationally. However, as expected, it was the
novelty
"cram-ins"
which
attracted most of the media
interest.
Thursday's edition ol BBC's
Reporting Scotland highlighted
the morning cram-in at King's
Buildings, with the familiar face
of Rector Archie McPherson
gracing the screen. Radio Forth
and Thursday's lunchtime BBC
Scottish News also men!ioned the
day's events.
Among newspapers , Thursday's edition of the Evening News
was the first to highlight the
action, again focusing on the KB
cram-in . Friday's Scotsman gave
student action a large lead story
on page three and included a
photograph of students at the rally
in the New College quad. However, the story gave a more general account of student action
throughout Scotland, most of
which was connected to the

Packed political protest

by Graeme Wilson
The Politics I lecture in the William Robinson Building at 3
o 'clock played host to what was
National Union of Students' rat- probably one of the most success. lies and occupations . The Times ful protests on Thursday - the
Higher Education Supplement on "Cram-In ."
The 600-700 people who
Friday also included a short piece
on Edinburgh University , again packed Room 8 were asked by
placing emphasis on the cram-ins. Claire McLintock , the Deputy
Within the University itself President of EUSA , at the start to
there was mixed reaction. EUSA respect the lecturer , Mr Jeremy
Treasurer D avid Duncan claimed Waldron 's request th at there
that the day's events had been suc- should be no disturbance during
cessful in raising awa reness as well his lecture. The o nly protest to
as gaining publicity ; the day had Miss McLintock's appeal was voi"opened up new ground among ced by Andrew Grey , a member
of the Revolution ary Communist
students the mselves," he sa id .
Despite earlier concern within party, whose idea that the protest
the Divinity Faculty over the use should be more vocal was met
of New College for the occupa- with derisory jeers from his comtion , SRC Divinity Faculty Rep- rades.
With that Mr Waldron made his
resentative David McAdam commented on the good behaviour of e ntrance through a side door to a
those students who stayed over- spontaneous round of appla use
night. But , speaking of Thurs- from the assembled students, and
day's publicity he added : "Our
original reservations were justified in that the occupation did
not add anything to media
by Elaine Logue
interest. "
The· EUSA Day of Action
This view was also expressed by
started fairly disappointingly with
a number of those students
fewer students than hoped for takattending the all night occupation.
ing part in the King's Buildings
A number of those present felt
"cram in" . Only 200 attended the
that little or no interest had been
Maths 2D lecture , which normally
paid to the occupation by the
contains 150, despite the added
media , and that it did not achieve
attractions of the television
a great deal. The EUSA sabbaticameras, Archie MacPherson and
cals however , defended the conEUSA Deputy President Claire
cept of the occupation as another
McLintock.
important dimension of the Day
Ms McLintock said that
of Action.
.
EUSA's aim was to create an

along with the flashes of the several newspaper cameras, the occasion assumed an aura of showbusiness .
He then e mbarked on his lecture which dealt with objections
to political participation: " No
insult intended ," he assured us .
Aside from revelation that he
himself had met his girlfriend
while occupyi ng the Vice-Chancellor's broom cupboard , the lecture continued as normal. Much
of the materia l he referred to was
appropriate to the context in
which it was said , for he alluded to
Rosseau's idea th at political participation was a duty , as well as
trying to explai n the rea lity of the
majority's apathy which normally
means o nly the activist elite wi ll
take up the reigns of political
power.
At the lectures end Miss
McLintock reminded the students
that education was being "At-

tacked on every side and that such
protest was necessary to being the
public's attention to the prob·
tern ." The medi a coverage that
.Edi nburgh
University
had
received that day on TV, radio
and in the newspapers was the
tangible result of action like the
"Cram-In ." Yet she went on to
say that such protest must con·
tinue and stressed that students
shou ld also vote wisely in the next .
General Election in order to
safegua rd their interests.
Mr Waldron said later that he
sympathised with the statemen\s
of the Deputy=President , but fe t
the proposed Loans Scheme was 3
complex topic of discussion. Ho~
ever he was very impressed Y
both the turn -out and behavi~u~
at the "Cram-In " and applau e
EUSA on thei; use of a tactic
which in his view , was much more
effecti,ve than boycotting lectures.

Extra fifty at KB cram in
interest in the Government's present attack on the education sstem
and she was glad that 50 extra
people had enough motivation to
take part. However, the majority
of King's Buildings students
appeared to be tota lly indifferent
to the demonstration.
The poor turn out le d the BBC
Television cameraman to request
that everyone move to one side of
the room to give the impression
that it was full , and thereby
improve the impact of his pie-

h

gave

tures. Doctor Davie, w 0 blicth e lecture, fe lt that lack of pu for
ity around KB was to btam.e nee
the sma ll response from scie
students.
fter the
Mr MacPherson spoke a, crea·
lecture and praised EU.S A: ainst
tive methods of p~ote~ung e~uca·
damaging trends Ill _h 1ghe~ duca·
tion. He said , "The issue 0 e an
tion often disappears. ~ 0 ~'°~0 ui
election campaign and it s P pen
to ensure that this doesn't haP
again ."

All night "grave up"
by Emma Simpson
The big "R ave Up" at Teviot
Row Union, held last Friday ,
turned out to be a major disaster
in events terms, and left EUSA
with a deficit on the event of
around £2,000-£2 ,500.
Nine hundred people were
needed at the all-night bonanza if
it was to break even, but o nly 400
students forked out the £5 entrance fee and t urned up.
A lack of publicity has been said
to have been the cause for the lack
of interest shown in the event
which had bee n planned a .month
beforehand.
Organiser , D eputy President
Claire McLintock , said: " In my
opinion it was the publicity which
was to blame. T here was a breakdown of comm un ications between
me and the print room ; they didn 't
realise the urgency of the posters."

The bar taki ngs o n the night of
the "Rave U p" we re approximately £2 ,000 down from the
usual Friday night takings, with
free entertainments in Teviot.
A com bination of a £1,500 loss
from ticke t sa les and a large loss

FRIDAY IJTH
PARTV

THE RAVE UP

McLintock meltdown: Friday 13th Part VI - the recall mo~ion?
from the cost of the bands put on ,
has dealt a severe blow to Clai(e
McLintock's "Big Band" policy.
" I still think it was a good idea ,
no one expected the event to happen which was overshadowed by
the Day of Action . By then it was
too late to change. [t was a flop ,
but I see no reason why we
sho uldn ' t have continued with the
eve nt. "
There was some feeling in
EUSA that the ticket prices were
too high for students to pay , but

EUSA Treasurer D avid Duncan
dismissed this by saying: "Students got extremely good value
for money with six great acts and
four films all for a fiver. "
A number of students we~e ,
however, diasappointed by the
fact that they did not get their free
pizzas.
Claire McLintock defended
this: " If you are budgeting for
·around 800 people , you aren't
sure how many exactly are going
to turn up. We obviously didn 't

Edinburgh faces more cuts

by Ian Robertson
Further cuts in staff and possiSpeaking to Student the Princibly courses face Edinburgh and pal of the University Sir John Bur- A revision of Scottish Education
many other Universities in Bri- nett argued that the method was .Department statistics indi.cates
that 6-11 ,000 more students may
tain.
biased against Edinburgh , sayi ng
This follows the production of that it "sounds sensible until you be eligible for tertiary education
the latest fina ncial plans by the realise Edinburgh is very scat- over the next ten years than the
Government supposed when
Universi ty Grants Committee tered with many buildings and difallocating funds .
which is respo nsible for appor- ferent centres. "
While feeling that some Govtioning the resources that the govMany of Edinburgh's buildings ernment proposals were admiraernment a llocates.
are old and often listed upkeep , ble in certain respects, Sir John
Should the proposals be and heating can prove expensive.
stated that "it doesn 't matter a
implemented a nd no extra cuts The far-flung nature of the buildtinker's cuss as they will not put
introduced E dinburgh would be ings means that costs for cleaners ,
more money.in ."
£431m in debt by 1990.
servitors, security and transport
Research is "evaluated" by the
To cope E dinburgh is planning are higher than in a purpose built
University Grants Committee and
"uniform contraction of the sys- complex .
in theory those universities which
tem" and thus the cuts will affect
Sir J ohn also attacked the produce the highest quality anc
every department more o r less Grants Committee decision as
quantity
of
research
ge1
equally.
being based on innacurate figures.
rewarded.
With cuts in staff through vol~
untary retirement made inevita\\ IY\Ll{S \:\I> l.OSl·. l{S
ble, it looks very likely that the
number of students per tutorial
%age
89/90
will increase and the number of
Change
86/7
Grant
tutorials may be reduced.
(Provisional) 8617-89/90
Grant
University
There will also have to be sav18.8m
22.7m
+20.9
Warwick
ings by closing the University
43.9m
50.3m
+14.6
Cambridge
buildings earlier and reducing
10.8m
12.2m
+13.4
Heriot-Watt
purchases of books and periodi23.5m
26.4m
+12.6
Strathclyde
cals.
50.4m
+12 .5
44.8m
Oxford
The method of allocation gives
49.Bm
+11.2
44.Bm
Glasgow
60% of the funds to a University
ll.3m
12.0m
+ 6.0
St Andrews
for teaching and 40% for
research .
REAL TERMS CUT AT CURRENT INFLATION RA TE
Teaching funds are distributed
+ 2.7
8.4m
8.2m
Stirling
on the basis that every University
- 2.0
22.3m
21.9
Aberdeen
m Britain gets the same amount of
__:.. 6.7
14.0m
15 .0m
Dundee
money for each student studying
-23.2
0.9m
l. l m
Manchester BC
the same course .

want 400 pizzas lying around.
also, the final plans were not fixed
concerning food. "
The last time a maj or loss was
incurred was the 1984 Presidents'
Ball organised by the then Union
President Hilary O 'Neill . A recall
motion was proposed against Ms
O'Neill at the General Meeting,
but was defeated . Speaking to
Student, David Duncan said he
felt there "was no chance" of a
recall motion agai nst Claire
McLi ntock happening at any
forthcoming General Meeting.
The event , which was organised
outside the Big Band policy , is
going to be discussed at this
week's meeting of the Union
Committee of Management.
According to the Deputy President, the Big Bands are still going
ahead , with Age of Chance playing this Saturday at the Pott errow .
Tickets fo r the event cost £2 and
sales have been going ve ry well ''.
There has also been some criticism of the "Rave Up" event by
the Teviot Row House Committee who felt that McLintock had
been rather late in letting them·
know about her plans for such an
event.

Lecturers
maytake23%
by Roddy McLean
The Executive of the Association
of University Teachers (AUT) has
voted to recommend acceptance of
the Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals' (CVCP) latest
pay offer. The deal would give
University lecturers an immediate
16 per cent pay increase and a
further 7 per cent increase from
March 1988.
An A UT spokesman said that it
W<!S up to the membership to
decide whether to accept the
CVCP's latest offer. They pay
deal will be discussed at a Special
Council meeting on the 21st February . There are strong feelings
among the membership on the
pay issue and in particular about
the need to stop the "brain drain ".
This makes it difficult to ·predict
the decision of the Special Council
meeting.
There i.s a considerable degree
of disquiet among AUT members
that the salary package will place
lower-paid groups of university
teachers at a disadvantage as
some groups would lose automatic progression up pay scales.
However,
the
Association 's
spokesman emphasised that the
percentage increases would be
"across the board ". The spokesman indicated that the deal would
not harm those who were competent a nd qualified .

Collective action but no chain reaction
by Kirsty Cruickshank
The students of Edinburgh's
universities and colleges united
last week in action against the poss1b1lity of any Joans system and the
prospect of the community
charge ; and in most places the
demonstrations were feli to be a
success.
/
Students representing Napier ,
Tel ford , Stevenson and Queen
Margaret Colleges in Edinburgh,
and also Bathgate College,
gathered o utside the Scottish
Conservative Party Headquarters
•n Chester Street on Wednesday
0.f last week to hand in a pledge
signed by over 2,000 stud'i\)ltS in
opposition to a loans system .
Napier College held rallies at

both thei r Merchiston and Sighthill campuses , which both
attracted nearly 150 students lo
speakers at the rallies who
included the Students' Associa.tion President and a spokesperson
from the NUS .
Moray House College held a
student occupation which lasted
from the Wednesday afternoon
until the next afternoon in the college's main building. The students
met again and joined forces with
their Dunfermline College counterparts to hold a General Meeting on 'the proposed merger of
Dunfermline, Moray House and
Jordanhill Colleges which would
be sighted in Edinburgh. If this
merger was to take place it would
mean the creation of the biggest

co11ege ot education in Europe ,
with over 1,500 students and a
proposed 2,000 by 1993. this
suggestion has induced mass student oppostion.
Heriot-Watt University , however, failed to attain the level of
support that they hoped for in
their action. Their intended
"human chain-link" from Chambers Street to their Grassmarket
buildings was abandoned after
minimal numbers of students
arrived to take part. HeriotWatt 's
Riccarton
campus,
though , did manage to arouse
some support but their campaign
seemed more intent on a fight to
gain social status for the campus
by the addition of a union . They
held a disco outside the lecture

meatres and "played games" in
the corridors. Queen Margaret's
College Students' Association
President stressed that their Week
of Action was focused on arousing
the students' awareness of the cur.rent problems in order to achieve
mass student support for future
action in March . Each day they
highlighted particular problems
which would arise if the loan system and the community charge
were initiated . This included the
effect on women students, disabled students and lower-income
bracket students. They also leafleted the surrounding community
of Corstorphine, which is a "Tory
electoral stronghold", and sent
letters to staff in the hope that
they would sign a NUS pledge.

IN BRIEF
£7 .SO to London
EUSA has organised two buses
to take Edinburgh students to
the NUS national demonstration in London on Saturday.
Leaving on Friday , the buses
will return on Sunday, with
overnight accommodation provided. The cost of going is just
£7.50. Details from EUSA
Offices , Student Centre.

MP question
time
A
Scottish E ducation
"Question Time" is to be held
in George Square Theatre on
27th February at 6 pm. The
event , which will be chai red
by Margo McDonald , has
been organised by the
Debates Committee. The
spea kers already confirmed
for the event are Gordon
Wilson, MP fo r the SNP,
Dennis Canavan, MP for
Labour, and Alex Fletcher,
MP for the Conservatives .
Shirley Williams, President
of the Social Democratic
Party , was due to be present ,
but has unfortunately pulled
Jane
out.
However,
Rogerson ,
Debates
Convener, assured Student
that there would be an
Alliance
representative .
"Questioo Time" will be
primarily
designed
for
students although other
voluntary bodies have also
been invited to put questions.

Labour Club
debates
Edinburgh
University
Labour Club have surprisingly decided to boycott
democratic debate.
Participation in a crossparty parliament ary debate
would not , apparently, be a
useful contribution to the
furtherance of world democracy.
The club believe that the
use of parliamentary language and the charade-like
appointing of ·party leaders'
among a group of students
does not "contribute much to
serious political discussion .,.
The performance often
leads , they say, to the trivi alisation of serious issues .

AIDS
lectures
Last Monday saw the end
of a series of lectures on
AIDS held at venues around
the University. The ten lectures were spread over two
weeks, aiming to augment
the Government's public
health campaign on AIDS.
They used University staff
who are involved in AIDS
research and are authorities
on the subject. The lectures
were taken by Dr B. McClelland , lecturer in Clinical
Pharmacology,
and
Dr
Peutherer, senior lec.t urer in·
the Department of Bacteriology.
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Lager ban

Peeping Tom in DHT motion
by Emma Simpson
The existence of Peeping Tom in
the ladles' toilets in the David
Hume Tower basement has been
uncovered this week by Student.
A woman worker at the Tower
told Student that for some time
now - possibly for more than a
year - a Peeping Tom has been
active in the women's toilets in the
DHT basement.
Apparently, he has drilled
holes in the partitions at the back
of some of the cubicles and has
been removing these partitions
and hiding behind them to watch
women defecate .
Mrs Mavis Doig said: "We're
fed up with the whole affair; the
man is well known to the servitors. The fault is that anybody
can come out and in to the DHT
building all the time."
The University's Chief Security
Officer, Mr Mackintosh, said that
he "couldn't really comment on
the matter since I've only been
here for four months".
The identity of the man is
known to security, but because of
his mental history, and other factors, they are apparently virtually
powerless to stop him.
Mr _Mackiµtosh said: "I under-

Gree·n alternative ·

stand he has been charged by the
Mr Jonathon Porritt , Director of
police. All we can do is escort
Friends of the Earth, spoke bn
people off the premises. We are a
A Welfare Services motion has "The Green Alternative" at a
civilian security force without any been put forward which, if passed ·meeting of the Politics Society in
power."
will mandate EUSA to oppose the North Faculty Room of the
He went on to say that all they any and all cuts in the University's David Hume Tower last Thursday
could do was ". . . to report Student Welfare Services.
lunchtime. During a lively speech,
unlikely characters and it is difLesbian and Gay Rights are Mr Porrit said that " it is ridiculous
ficult to differentiate between stu- aiming to campaign against police that all the political parties are
dents and non-students".
and court prejudice against gays claiming to be greener than any
Only one incident of this nature and to defend the rights of gays to other party", and went on to
has been reported to security. foster children.
condemn the insensitivity of
"We have no information that the
Ministers Jopling, Ridley and
The Iranian Democratic StuPeeping Tom activities are con- dents Society willbe hopeing , to
Walker.
tinuing, and it appears on evi- mandate EUSA to send letters of
" It is good that all parties are
dence to be a one-off, dealt with at protest to the Embassies of Iran
aspiring to Green policies and this
the time by the police."
is a credit to the environmental Porritt: the green man.
and
Iraq
demanding
an
A woman writing confidentially immediate half to the Iran-Iraq
movements and the Greens ," Mr
Ridley
and
Walker were
to Student has called for an inves- war, and to the vilolation of
Porritt commented. "The Labour insensitive and just ignored their
tigation into the whole affair, and human rights.
Party , who have dismissed the arguments .
has asked that "priority be placed
The Friends of the Palestine
environment till recently , have
In his talk, he _said ~hat 68 per
on protecting women from such a have also proposed a motion to
undergone a genuine conversion cent of people m Britain were
gross violatfon of their privacy. send protest letters against the
to an anti-nuclear programme , opposed to nuclear expansion
Nothing has yet been done about allegedly brutal handling by
while the Alliance are miffed by but some people were concerned
this, although the servitors have Israeli soldiers of Palestinian stuthe Labour Party's change, since about the lack of energy we would
known what was going on for dent demonstrations
they had assumed that they had a have in the year 2000 if there were
sometime."
A motion to ban Tennent's birthright as the 'Greenest no nuclear power, and so, we
The University's Master of Lager from the Union Shops Party'."
should move as fa~t as possible
Works, Mr Oliver, told Student because of the allegedly "sex ist"
Tories ,
however,
were
that a foreman joiner is going to nature of the labels is the on~ of "greening" at a slower rate than exploring renewable sources of
the David Hume Tower basement the five motions to be put forward the other parties. Junior Ministers energy , such as wind, wave and
solar power.
tomorrow to alter the partitions for the forthcoming EUSA Gen- Chris
Patten
and William
Mr Porritt went onto condemn
by fitting budget locks, to prevent eral Meeting.
Waldegrave were concerned by the World Bank , saying that it was
their removal.
the potential effect that the 1,000 so remote and responsible for
votes for the environmental spending millions of dollars on a
candidate might have in 110 dam in Brazil , which would
marginal seats at the General devastate 9,000 square miles of
limitations. Largely due to a lack Election But Ministers Jopling
change. Borrowers may only now
f
t
of resources not all the books
have books for up to six weeks at a
~LE1TERSEXTRA
·'
available for loan have been
time , or one week if they are in
entered on the library's database'.
demand. However , students will
Older unclassified books from the
then be able to renew borrowed
fifth floor will continue to be
books unless another borrower
express the author's meaning, is
loaned for 12 months in the nor- Dear Editor,
needs them . In addition, if books
mal way.
are returned late no other books
We feel the review of Fox 3 in lthis not accepting the intentional
Mr Freshwater claims that the last
can be borrowed until the fine is
week's
Scudenr
was fallacy without any consideration
of the reader's response? Does
new system will mean a greater inadequate.
paid .
•
Andrew Sparrow understand
access to books on the shelves "at
Deputy Librarian, Mr Peter
In general, Mr Sparrow makes
this time when resources for mak- sweeping statements about the what he means? Does anyone?
Freshwater, has asked that all stuing books available in the library poetry without qu alifying his And doesn 't he consider Edwin
dents who have not already got
have never been so scarce as they judgements with appropriate Morgan worth mentioning?
barcoded borrower's cards to get
Matthew Fill
are now , it is eesential that the quotes. He says, of " Dundas
them from the Main Library conAndrew Jackson
books we do have are used as pro- Cafe, Carlisle" and "Fur", that
course.
Roddy Lumsden
ductively as possible".
The new system is not without
"Poetry is the wrong word for this
Dear Editor,
kind of writing since most of these
We are writing to make a
writers subscribe to the view that
couple of points about an other·
poetry is prose without gramwise excellent article which
mar," and then he supports this
appeared in last week's Stude111
hypothesis with a perfectly sound
under the heading "SDC take up
grammatical example from "Fur".
the poll axe".
refused to help in any way , the a continuation of Clare's pe rsonal
It seems Mr Sparrow cannot
The article dealt with the issue
Students' Union organised a dislike for him. At a meeting held take a . purely descriptive poem
in a fair and reasonable way but
boycott of all university bars, to discuss the issue, Rennie said seriously unless it conveys a "tredid neglect the involvement of the
cafeterias and shops and a rent he had missed the open competi- mendous significance" because
Liberal Club in the survey: almost
strike. The university retaliated tion as he had more important " Larkin wrote like this." He canhalf the results were collected by
by withholding the Union block business at hand concern ing stu- not understa nd that description
Liberals.
grant of £112,000. Following a dent welfare . He also added that if has a poetical value in itself.
Within the University the
demonstration of around 200 stu- he had to pick five friends it cerPernaps instead of informing Alliance clubs have been working
dents outside the new Arts tainly wouldn't have been the Mr Sparrow that "98% of all
together closely to achieve our
Centre, injunctions were placed people who made up the team. poetry published is crap" , that
aim.s and this survey was another
on the leaders of the Students' The Council backed Renni e in a ·member of the English DepartUnion. The problems were resol- vote of confidence and made ment would be better employed example of that co-operat10n
Angus J. Macintosh
ved this week, however, but rela- demands that Clare should offi- explaining to Mr Sparrow about
Pres. EU Social Democratic Club
tions between the university cially retract his allegations.
basic poet devices. He tells us that
Mark Wheatley
authorities and the Students'
-"When they [the Fox poets] use
Pres. EU Liberal Club
Union are still somewhat stormy.
metaphor, the results can be chaotic", then as an example of a chaotic metaphor , he gives a similie " breathing sleep like falling
::MANCHE:STER University's snow''.
Student Union is continuing its
The main compl ai nt against
long-running campaign against Andrew
Sparrow's review is that
sexual
harassment
within
the
UniGLASGOW: News from Glashe contradicts himself. The poems
versity.
The
Sociology
Departgow this week involves two sabare dismissed as pretentious "bebati'cals - David Rennie , Presi- ment , which is the main focus of cause of the mistake n notion that
the
campaign,
has
had
many
all
edent, and Steven Clare, Vicean original poem requires an origPresident - who have been busy gations of . sexual harassment inal feeling. '' Mr Sparrow objects
lodged
against
it
.
It
is
said
one
flinging abuse at each other since
to the Fox poets for seeking an
Glasgow University's appearance woman has even been forced to originality from a unique experileave
her
course.
In
particul
ar,
on University Challenge. Clare
ence. But he cancels this criticism
accused Rennie of " gross corrup- one tutor has been the subject of out when he sways that the poems
many
complaints,
which
have
tion" in the selection of the team .
he considered the " best" were
He alleges that Rennie chose him- resulted in mere reprimands from •those that made "an original and
self and his friends for the team the university. The campaign is memorable statement. "
when an open competition should now concentrating on the medical
Poems which were "trying to
have been held. An attempt at an students since they are more
describe feeling [the poets] didn 't
open competition was, appa- directly involved and are aiming understand" were also dismis-·
rently , staged but abandoned at complete dismissal of the sed. Mr Sparrow doesn't seem, to"
when Rennie failed to appear. offending parties.
realise that the purpose ot .
:J'
Time was running out so Rennie
poem may be to
by
Kirsty writing
submitted his own list of com- compiled
approach some level of underSophie standing . If Andrew Sparrow
petitors. Rennie retaliated by Cruickshank and
claiming that the allegations were Peterson.
complains that a poem does not

for GM

Easier life in the library
by Emma Simpson
•
Edinburgh University students
will no longer have to fill in borrowing or recall slips for books
when the new computerised Main
Library borrowing system goes
"online" on Monday 1st June .
The system will enable staff to
record all book borrowing information onto a computer. This will
cut out slip filling by students,
who will merely have to show the
barcoded borro•ver's card to
obtain books.
As a result of the new system
some aspects, concerning borrowing and returning books will

Right to reply

CAMPUS TO CAMPUS
Cow tackling
society
HULL: A new nightline secret
society has been launched at Hull
University . Called the Rosa
Luxemburg Society, its purpose is
to carry out night raids on local
farms and push over unsuspecting
sleeping cows which sleep standing up. Apparently this new craze
has gone down a storm in America
where "unprecedented numbers
of snoozing cows are being toppled", says the university paper ,
Hullfire . This " beef bouncing", as
the chairman Gary Keen calls
their activities , is apparently
excellent practice for American
football. Of the 33 members of the
society, all the football team are
involved
in
the
nocturnal
activities. Keen goes on to explain
the techniques involved. " It can
take four people to do , and the
problem is not making any noise ,
assuming, that is, that you have
managed to find a cow to topple.

Campus
boycott
WARWICK University students are having their fair share of
problems this term. Due to the
housing _benefit charges, 'the students in flats are receiving no
rebates fo1 holiday rent , and
because the university Senate

Hacks
hackles up

Sexual
harassment
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A Very Good Begjnning
There were letters last week claiming that students
didn't give a damn about active politics and that the
people organising last Thursday's Day of Action were
a tiny bunch of activists. I'm glad to say that they have
been proved wrong in the best possible way.
I doubt. there could have been a more encouraging
sight for a bitter, cynical, old back's eyes than last
Thursday's events. Not just the fact that 700 of you
crammed into Politics 1. Not even the 500 in the Quad
who turned up to hear the speakers. And not even the
200 exhausted souls (Hi there!) who stayed the night.
No, the most encouraging sight was groups of people
talking, arguing and discussing the issues. People
favou ring a discussion and criticism of EUSA's
methods rather than slumping in front of 'Letter to
Brezhnev'.
It proved once and for all that students at this University are not sheep but' are concerned about the
issues affectingthem. It also proved tha,t EUSA is not
capable of controlling the flock and leading them
blindly.
Now that- people have showed their strength of opinion, which everyone suspected and hoped was there in
the first place, we can move on.
Thursday was only the start of the action. First of all
there is London this weekend, followed by a Scottish
march on 5th march. We have a realistic aim which is
not barricading the streets and storming the Houses of
Parliament. As many of the speakers pointed out, in an
election year we have the power to put Higher Education on the political agenda. And after last Thursday I
have no doubt that we can do it. Don't give up yet.

Dear Editor,
Just a very brief reaction to the
letter by M . Inglis published in the
last edition of Student (Feb. 12th) ,
which annoyed me intensely,
despite being not active politically
myself.
M. Inglis is obviously pleased to
be in Edinburgh, e njoying him/
herself, doing a degree that suits
him/her , and everything's goi ng
fine . Well good for you mate!
Unfortunately not everybody is as
lucky - some people (like me)
can't take the courses they'd prefer because of the cuts , and there
will be many more who won 't
even get to U niversity .
Soll)e people (like me) haven 't
got wealthy pare nts to help them
when money runs out because
there isn't e nough in the grant ,

and some people llike me) feel
that students ought, and have the
right , to dislike that situation and say so!
To do that, one doesn 't have to
be an out and out political activist,
and after all, occupying a building·
doesn't seem to me to be half as
political , or active as machine
gunning a lecture theatre full of
people. (How about that on a
record for a future employer, by.
the way?)
If being responsible and looking a bit further than one's own
selfish interests means being an
"idiot" or a trouble-maker", I
must admit I would be rather
proud to be counted among the
"scum " .
Yours since rely ,
Ursula Bauer-Harsant
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February 12th- successful
•
cram-in
.•••

Dear Editor,
We would like to say a big
"Thank you" to the people who
were involved in EUSA's Day of
Action last Thursday. It was a
positive and constructive day , but
there's a lot more to come . ..
Best wishes ,
Cathy, Claire, Iain and David

and execution , first class. The efficiency of the organisers and the
respect shown by the participating
students during the lecture raised
this protest above many others.
However, one issue that
degraded the affair was the mindless scoring of political points
-after the lecture , not only to an
audience essentially gathered to
Dear Editor,
As a student of Politics 1 I was listen to a timetabled lecture , but'
flattered to be chosen as the lecin ~reas totally irrelevant to the
ture to be "crammed in " . There ·contentious issue of student
were two issues arising from this , finance and higher education in
general.
worthy of comment.
Although difficult to divorce
Firstly , the idea of this peaceful
the emotive from the relevant and
student action to bring the issue to
to determine the right time to
the public eye was , in conception

express them , such a move would
not only elevate student protests
at Edinburgh above those held
elsewhere but would gain the ·
respect of those to whom such
protests were aimned.
Your sincerely,
Mark Rawson
Dear Editor,
_Occupation 12th February.
The campaign is on and running .
Where is Adam O'Brien?
Yours ,
Just another Snake
In The Grass!

and the need to campaign
Dear Editor,
i'.je got news for M. lngiis! Not
every stuoe1u In t:dmburgh University is having a good time. Not
every student has the money to go
out and meet new people. Not :
every student will be able to stay
four years to get a good degree.
And not every graduate will get a
job. Why? Because not every student has as much money as M.
Inglis.
It's about time that M. Inglis
and like-minded people came ·out
of their cosy little world and
realised that some students are
actually having a bad time
because they don't get the money
they need.
The tiny minority (the SRC)
are taking action because that's

what Edinburgh students were
elected to do. Someone has to
speak out for students or the
world will just assume that all is
well: The longer we leave action
the more students will not get
their "good" degree , because they
may have no money , or their
department may close. Just
because it hasn 't hurt M. Inglis
yet, it doesn 't mean that it won 't
soon.
It is claimed by certain individuals that action will harm Edinburgh's image. Crap! What really
harms a university is a lack of
resources to produce good
graduates and to conduct quality
research. Furtheremore, if like
M. Inglis we sit back and say·
nothing ; then wlio is to say that

Edinburgh will have an image;
afterall , no university , no image!
Unless the government is stopped
in its "tracks how long will Edinburgh last? How long before bancruptcy?
But of course, I forgot, this
doesn't affect M . Inglis et al. They
will be long gone. lf that's the kind
of selfish, self-righteous, careerist
idiot that Edinburgh University is
turning out, it's doing something
sadly wrong! I don' t believe it is.
Thank God, most students aren't
like M. Inglis. Do us all a favour,
M. Inglis. Turn your machinegun
on yourself.
Yours in disgust,
Adrian Lea

Dear Editor,
Question: What is worse than
an ignorant , naive, right wing pillock?
Answer? Two (gasp!) ignorant ,
naive , right wing pillocks.
Do M. Inglis and D. Davidson
(were names withheld for fear of
recrimination?) want education to
continue on its present precipitous decline? Will they be in a state
of ecstacy when paying off a
£15 ,000 loan for years after graduation? Were they pleased to see
cuts in housing benefit , equipment grants and Supplementa"ry
and Unemployment Benefii during the short vacations?
From reading their letters -of
12th February I presume Yes'
Yes! Yes! (or should I say Yah!
Yah! Yah!).
The thought did cross my mind
that M. Inglis and D . Davison
were pseudonyms for Margaret
Thatcher and Kenneth Baker.

However, I eventually reconciled
myself to the fact that they were
indeed real live students, walking
around in our very midst.
Frightening, isn' it?
One labels the "cram-ins" as
"pathetic useless sensationalism"
while the other suggests complete
annihilation of all students who
take an interest in politics remarking that " most students couldn't
give a damn" about such matters.
I am not a member of any political organisation - but I do give a
damn. This is more than a matter
of politics. It concerns a basic
right - that of free education for
all who can benefit from it. The
standard of such education just be
maintained. I thought all students
would wish to uphold this cornerstone of any free , democratic
society.
Obviously I was wrong.
Yours sincerely,
Neill Anderson

Dear Editor,
Herr M. Inglis, (Student 1212/
87), hazze gut idea. Ze University
life is nein for der poorer und der
vorking clazz. It iz for ze decent
peoples. Zees scum do not
appreciate or deserve ein gut education. Zey viii only be b1ckenng
for ze better conditions and
power. (Zey may even go zo far as
to helps blacks or Jews!) lf given a
chance zey will take over zer vorld.
liut zey do not know how to rule
like ze glorious ThirdReich.
Ve totally agree mit Herr Inglis
idea of extingishing zees political
lefties und anarchists. Ve are personally zending zer SS round to ze
addresses of zees subversives und
viii be making visits to zer rooms
to get complete confessions from
all ofzem.
SeigHeil!
A. Hitler und
P. W. Botha

NeverEnders
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ZEKE MANYIKA/SKINT VIDEO
Teviot

Q
~

Zeke Manyika fled from his home in Zimbabwe to arrive, a political refugee, in the late
'70s. He joined the drummerless Orange
Juice.
He was eventually the only member left with
Edwyn Collins when the band split two years ago on
account of continual disagreements with their record
company Polydor. For reasons only known to themselves Polydor renewed Zeke's contract but waved
goodbye to Little Boy Blue. Ironically, sales of
Orange Juice records turned a profit for Polydor at
the end of last year.
Zeke drummed for the Style Council on their early
recordings, has set up a record label promoting Zimbabwean music in this country, his cousin is a Bhundu
Boy, and , of course, he tours with his band Dr Love.
In the home of the Mega Disco few people seemed
to appreciate all this. We would have been hard-pressed to play a game of footy in the Debatinf.!; Hall as
Zeke launched into the Rip It Up track A Million
Pleading Faces at 2 am , not through lack of space but
the required numbers, I may add . The 'nicest man in
pop' continued undaunted, cracking jokes and pleading drunkenness . The set was much the same as last
year , tracks from his LP Call & Response and the old
Orange Juice favourite Hokoyo. The only visible difference was the replacement of the backing singers by
a single, shaven-headed Glaswegian who managed
admirably. It got more lively towards the end as the
hall filled up and people danced . This is all Zeke
Manyika's music is about - pure dance floor fun , Above: Skint Video looking like they were actually
completely devoid of popstar pretensions. Admit- · enjoying playing to an audience of three drunk
studeatS. Below: One disgruntled punter at the
tedly he did get several encores but he is such a nice
Rave Up; Saturday 2 am.
photo: O liver Lim
What does Terry Waite and James Anderton have in common? Answer, they are both
subjects of Skint Video' s vitriolic tongues .
The setting of a Teviot dining room an d five people
- including the barm an inspired Skint Video to provide a dead funny set of pisstaking which was refreshingly non-cl iched.
Wayfere rs looking fo r their free bie pizzas tru ndl ed
to the dining room in dribs and drabs. But rumbling
stomachs were soon fo rgotten about as the duo
unleashed their acid humour on everyone fro m Billy
Bragg to Edwin a Currie.
Skint Video dido 't deserve to be performing in
front of such a paltry crowd of half cut happy hour student~ holding their 40p rum'n'cokes.
Skint Video - better then a Teviot pizza any day .
Emma Simpson

Where's my free pizza then Clare?
phoco: Oliver

Lim

man I think he desel'Ved more than the paltry turn out
he received. Perhaps we can blame it on the lateness
of the hour .. . (or Claire McClintock hee-hee-no

•~

~~

(Dare we say it? ... There's lots of nosh. at .the O~ion Cellar . . ·.ho ho . ..•·)

1000 VIOLINS
The Onion Cellar
Down, down , down , deeper
into the earth, and into the
freezing , dingy caverns of the
Onion Cellar. Tonight with
four bands .
The first were The Tambourines, a mellow sound , very
Primal Scream, very enj oyable.
This could have been excellent
had they not been totally drunk.
The fo llowi ng two , The Stayrkase, and something simil ar (the
name of which I nei ther know nor
care) were absolutely pathetic.
It was an immense relief to have
1000 Violins pl aying, and a competent ba nd back on stage. The
Violins quickly made up for the
preceding dross. Their sound,

nngmg guitars, fast moving bass
and TUNES, flowed freely. Shee;
n.ectar! As well as their own maten al, they took. on some classics
and coped admirably. Their cover
of. Velvet . Underground 's White
L ight, While Heat was given a vigour and freshness which possibly
surpassed the origi nal. The
Wa lker Brothers' The Sun Ain't
Gonna Shine Any More was
highly enjoyable, and their rendition of the Teardrops/Bunnymen
classic Books was an aural delight.
The bands own songs were also
excellent. Please Don'c Sandblast
My House , their most recent
release, was given two airi ngs,
and Ungrateful Bastard was simply wonderful.
They are the best
band in this mo uld since James.
Utterly brilliant.
Alun Graves

Bastard II

If they'd been at Teviot it would have been Pop wi/J stane Itself. ..

·
POP WILL EAT ITSELF
Hoochie Coochie Club

songs with titles such as Grebo, 1
Love You . You've just got to
laugh as they fall over themselves,
and the audience too , pisstake
A bit of a lads ' band really, every heavy metal geetar pose
too much of a lads' band in ever used , and introduce each
fact! The Poppies, four lova- song as "Bastard this .. . "or "Basble rogue$ from the Black tardthat . .. ". Andyou 've justgot
Country - Stourbridge _ . to puke up at lines like, "She's a
having a good time, drunk real dumb bitch, she's a waste.
h of
good skin " and "There's not mg
with guitars and long hair!
quite like the feeling 1 get when
You've just got to smile as they I'm inside her"! Boys will be boys,
gallop through a host of inimitable which is what the Poppies are, the
covers: The Sputniks' Fl-11 , The kind that nick their dad's porno
Lemon Drops' Like A n Angel, a mags and go glue sniffing down

j~rei~cikknow ~·~~kk·~~; ~j
Well, well, well, the so-cal- the huge deficit incurred 'on Fri- rocking boys Zerra one er
led Rave-up has proved to be day. As tickets are only £2 you rocking hard . On Tuesday dodgy
popular
Aberdonian
an immense flop. What a sur- . don ' t have to be rich ... Indeed if but
prise. Aside from the scant about 3000 of you could cram in psychedelics The Shamen appear,
upstairs in Potterrow the old
publicity and poor timing just EUSA entertainments budget and on Wednesday it's the turn of
the Hook in Pull Gang. These last- ·
after the Day of Action, the might look a bit healthier. ·
fact is there are not many At the same place this Friday the named are currently the hottest
people prepared to pay £5 to Mole People are playing. Watch thing on the streets in Edinburgh.
Hold on a moment while I go off
see an obscure has-been like out for the mole masks. What and play their single ... Hmm, not
Zeke Manyika ('nice bloke') a some people will do for their art •.. bad actually. The last time I saw
couple of never-will-bes like
them they were very drab and
. dull, but that might haye b een the
The Proclaimers and a steel
fault of Buster Brown's. Go along
orchestra that outnumber
if you've a~y pretension to being
their audience 8 to 1.
hip.
I don't know whether it's
BAD are returing pretty soon
encouraging or not but the Politics
after their last appearance here,
I lecture on Thursday afternoon
but this time, as they pledged on
attracted more people •..
these very pages, they are playing
Anyway the same wonderful
a stand-up venue; viz the Queen'spromoters have a rather more viaHall (Monday). Meanwhile this
While
mixing
with
tbe week's obligatory jingly fringes at
ble attraction on offer this week
with Age of C~ance at Potterrow superstars atthe Venue last nigh ti the Onion Cellar are Orange Juice
on Saturday. I urge yoo to go along took note of the forthcoming •.. sorry I mean the Wedding Preand attempt to>111ake up a little of attractions. Saturday sees hard sent. The Hoochie Coochie on Fri-

day offers Big John's Blood Uncles
- recent big label signii:igs. lfif
label signings, doncha just hate
them? .. . not that you need much
excuse with the Blood Uncles
Come to think of it they were there
that night at Buster Brown's with
the Hook 'n Pullies, so I'm probably being unfair to them as well.
I see the Other Record Shop is
closing down in Princes St. Serves.
the bastards right actually for
moving there in the first place and·
sticking an extra quid on all of
their prices. Don't go there to buy
your copies of the new Go-Betweens single, which I trust you are
all doing in your droves. Grant
Mclennan can still do no wrong ..
TV highlight this week is probably

. IY Red·' withd
Lobos and er . . . Simp
TV debuts by Mancunian "bar
edged funkers" Yargo and Lon·
don 's Nightshirt. On Sunday ;."
Channel 4 professional me ~
weirdo Hank Wangord hosts th~
to z of C and W looking at g
' ole boy music with well k? 0;~
rednecks Bi/Jy Bragg and J~m /y
Somerville. Apparently simP
Red couldn't make it .• ·

My Beautiful Laundrette (Ch4) Haak ' n' Bill (CH4 Sunday)
.
. I ' ·ust off to
ton°ight), currently up for' - ;~
That's about it, Ill J i that
Oscar. On the music front Whistle organise a whip-round or ne%1
Test features L-One Justice and · steel orchestra . · · see you
Simply Red (BBC2 Wednesday). ·week.
;.1111
The Tube tomorrow has Los

THE PASTELS
Up for a Bit with The Pastels
(Glass)
Sing transport modes with the
Pastels, Ye! To my slow ears this
sounded fairly unremarkable on
the first listening, but fabulous by
the tenth. I just can't get enough ol'
this album.
Rockier than the singles would
have suggested but not much the
worse for that. My favourite
though, is probably the sad one at
the end, If I Could Tell You.
To its credit , this album consists
almost exclusively of previously
unreleased songs with the two rerecorded ones very different to the
originals. That drone of wildly
original and amusing lyrics really
catches the imagination and keeps
up interest all the way through.
I'm glad Stephen Pastel doesn't
mean half the things he says,
because I don't like half of them.
Simple songs excellently done buy, buy, buy!
Jonathan Kilgour

like The Unwritten Law Call of
the ~ild (the single) ~nd The
Spamsh Archer. Dermitely one
~orth buying here •. • oh yes and
ignore the pretentious Melody
Maker review!
Ted Linehan

THE STYLE COUNCIL
The Cost of Loving (Polydor)

A serious venture into soul is the
essence of this, the third of The
Style Council's studio efforts. The
pitfall lies in that Weller either
doesn't have the confidence or else
ALANRANKINE: The World
the voice to carry it out - but his
Begins To Look Her Age (Dissinging companion, D. c. Lee, has
ques du Crepuscule)
both, and this lifts the album up to
the level the Council's songwriting
This is the album to dispel
deserves.
any notions you had about
The sublime harmony on the
tracks where we have the two of
Alan Rankine being the
them singing cultivates a rich and
Andrew Ridgeley of the
pure sound. But this effect can be
Associates.
found on plenty of other soul
Don' t be deterr ed by the title of
albums - and often better done.
the first track Elephants Walk In
But what no other group can
Morning Glory or by some of the
offer us is Paul Weller, who is
lyrics which verge on the banal more British than any other artist
THE PSYCHEDELIC
Girl come over here and sit by me,
'·ro~nd at the moment. Writing or
FURS
I've got something to say/I can't
smgmg about love or socialism he
disguise the way I feel for even one
Midnight to Midnight (CBS) evokes a heartfelt sincerity and
more day. Forgive Alan all this just
passion
and
ultimately an
to hear the ten-minute-long title
New album, new image, new
track, full of BIG female vocals sound ..:.... exit Rick Butler, disil- optimism (You steal the milk a~d BIG production - I think the
lusioned wino and junkie; enter you milk the land/But your time is
term is "blistering". If you liked
Richard
Butler,
cleaned-up up- your time is sand.')
· Ron MacA vennie
Paul Haig's The Warp Of Pure
Fun (which Alan Rankine helped
produce) then you should really
give this a listen. The big shock is
that he's got a really nice voice!
Nothing like his erstwhile partner
Billy MacKenzie, however, more
like Barney from new Order-ie it
doesn't matter if he doesn 't quite
hold a certain note , it's even quite
endearing. Endearing enough to
be my favourite LP of the year so
far anyway.
Suzanne Doran

At least you get a decent meal at the Queen's Hall!

JIM GALLOWAY
Queen's Hall

After charges of wilful
obscurity, pretentiousness,
narcissism and an unhealthy
longing to talk about the
Queen's Hall bar, I've
decided to turn over a new
leaf. This week I'm actually
going to talk about the music.
Not that I'm going to have
much to say. I'm willing to confess
that I spent a fair proportion of
the evening sitting in the bar (shit ,

photo: Paul Hutton
sorry, that one just slipped
through) . Why? Well , the music
this week was what we in the trade
call "not-very-inte.resting-jazz" .
There was nothing wrong with the
playing , there was nothing desperately wrong with the tunes that
they played. But it was all just
very restrained , very safe and
~ndeed , to my ears , very, very boring . There were some nice
moments , and Jim Calloway can
certainly play, but he wasn't
helped by the band . Not a night to
remember.
Next week looks like a much
better bet for a good nighi out ,
w.hen the Danish Radio Big Band
hit the Queen 's Hall Big Stage. If
they' re half as good as the press
release says, they should be really
rather good .
James Jazz

HUSKER DO
Warehouse: Songs and
Stories (WEA)
The best in recent popular
music, exemplified by records like
Stutter and Psychocandy has been
that which is unafraid of the
extremes; the M ary Chain's feed-·
back thrash, J ames' anarchic clat·
tering, both seemed off-putting at
first, but on closer examination
yielded a surprisingly accessible
pop sensibility, that made them, superstar and wearer
for me, the best records of '85 and designer jackets.
WE FREE KINGS/RADIUM CATS/DOG
Four more musicians join the FACED HERMANS
'86. Warehouse: Songs and
Stories, for the same reasons, gets Furs, but the effect is more mel- Wilkie House
low, almost bland, but saved by
the early '87 nominations.
~nitially sounding like four sides Butler' s expressively rasping vocThe grand title of EDINBURGH MUSIof impenetrable psychedelic guitar als. Sales are probably resting on
thrashes, j ust peel back a few Side Two, which opens with the CIANS COLLECTIVE was perhaps a rather
title track, starts to pick up with misleading description of tonight's events. For
layers, and all sorts of gems
reveal themselves. The unrelent- the third song, Torture, is defi- instance, the audience looked as if they had
ing density cannot conceal the sub- nitely stronger with the guitar. just crawled out of the gutter. It was like Last
tlety of the harmonies, that give a orientated All of the Law, and of the Mohicans meets The Warriors in a dingy
plaintive, almost elegiac feel to finishes with the strategically
venue which made a night at the Onion Cellar
songs like Standing in the Rain and placed and memorable Pretty in
Tel/ you why Tomorrow. When you Pink (film version, not the origi- look like the MENSA annual general meeting.
can hear the lyrics, these noisy nal).
The hoarse voice of the We Free Kings singer was
Midnight to Midnight is the well suited to the audience inside the hall. This is the
hoys betray a soft centre. Like
When Bob Mould's guitar fades Furs as commercially orientated band who vehemently deny any similarity to the
out for one brief moment and he popstars, but the talent behind it is Pogues , and I have to agree with them . The Pogues
Proclaims a heartfelt: "I care undeniable, and ultimately pulls it are good ; We Free Kings are not .
about you" before returning to the up from potential mediocrity.
The Radium Cats were next on. Lively numbers
Jane Bowie such as Six Feet Down and Brand Ne,w Cadillac, a racy
thrash, we have a perfect example
of the elusive 'great moment in
cover version of the Clash song, provoked some
DEEP PURPLE
pop'.
degree of audience reaction , with the bloke in the
The House of Blue Light
· · . And there's a few more to
King Kurt T-shirt being particularly active in his
(Polygram)
come, particularly on Side 4 where
efforts to exhort his companions to dance. For an
Turn it Aroundtakes a classically
If you haven't heard of this lot, uncomfortable moment I thought the shuddering
straightforward rock tune, a sim- I'll be very surprised. This cer- floorboards were about to give way . However, the
~le appealing lyric and turns them tainly isn't their best album, but band were strikingly unoriginal. Unashamed Stray
1
n~o probably the best thing you're it's still a damn sight better than Cats slones , betrayed by the name as well as their
going to hear from an American the majority of the stuff that gets music.
this year . . . Unless Bob Mould released these days. "But it's not The Dog Faced Herman 's topped the bill and they at
Writes another of course. On Up in relevant to the 1980s" I hear you least looked as if they were enjoying themselves , capthe air he asks the eternal question protest - bollocks to that: good tivating the crowd with a sound based on solid
"Is love another way to count the music is good music and this rocks rhythms, jerky guitars and just the merest hint of
things you haven't got?" To find with the best of 'em. Technically melody. However, after ten minutes they cased to be
out the answer buy this LP, but be faultless, with ten · songs varying of interest, and tedium set in . The Golden Retriever
careful where you keep it. It'll eat frooi good but ordinary to genuine who slept soundly, in the corner , obviously agreed
most of those jangly shambly Pu/pie classy rock. Op2ning with with me. Time to go home.
hands alive.
the tasty Bad Attitude its lyrical
Jack Mathieson
Tom Lappin cliches all the way through germs

THE PROCLAIMERS
The Venue

The legendary Scottish dance band guru
Jimmy Shand lives in Auchtermuchty. The
kind of town where the Sunday Post and
inacitivity reign supreme. The Proclaimers
come from this place.
The twins from Fife were tipped the best new band
in Britain by The Housemartins who are big in the
charts and big in your hearts. Empty-headed Paula
Yates however , thinks they are weird. This 'singing
twins' tag must be a bit of an albatross round their
necks. But who cares about this when you are treated
to a quite brilliant display of the power in the human
voice. You get the same kind of kick out of The Proclaimers as you do seeing Billy Bragg for the first time.
The Proclaimers , though, relegate the guitar to very
much a secondary role. -Their voices tumble and twist
around each other catching asmathically , thankfully
never verging near accapella or barbership crooning.
Who needs human beatboxes when it's possible to
sing like this?
Their songs Kilmarnock Blues and Letter from
America prove once and for all that it 's possible to
sing seriously about Scotland without denegrating
into tartan , white heather, misty glens and your bonnie , bonnie lassie. To sing about Bathgate, Skye and
Sutherland and not be a folk singer is an achievement .
Covers of Hank Williams Eyes of Mistv Blue and particularly Eddie Cochran's 20 Fight Rock would have
got the masses dancing, if it was possible to dance to
virtually vocals alone . This .is where The Proclaimers
h>ve a problem.
Still , while people seem to be quite rightly turning
abroad for innovative new music, to Africa, Bulgaria
and Scandinavia, they could do worse than look to
Fife.
Alasdair Fri.e nd

FILMHOUSE FILMS 0 CB ED LA MTRAVERSE
Lothian Road
2262688
SID AND NANCY
19-20 Feb; 2.30
How did Nancy Spungen die?
Murder? Suicide? This film, with
its sprinkling of drugs and sex,
leaves one with much food for
thought.
SALVADOR
19-21Feb;5.45,8.15
The most frightening thing about
this film is that the horrors portrayed are still going on in El Salvador, even though the government death squads have been
tamed. And this is only the half we
know about.
THE RED SNOWBALL TREE
19 Feb; 3.00, 6.15, 8.30
.
A moving film about a Soviet
hero's escape from prison . Initially
this was blocked by censorship
(should attract the crowds!).

SUBWAY
MAD MAX 111: BEYOND
THUNDERDOME
20FEb; 11.15pm, 1.10am
V. trendy cult movie starring
Christopher Lambert as a thief on
the run in the Paris Metro. Followed by Mel and Tina with plenty
of leather, bondage and bikes.
THE MISFITS
INSIGNIFICANCE
George Square Theatre
22 Feb; 6.45, 9.00
Clark Gable, the eternal Adonis,
and the equally stunning Marilyn
Monroe get down to it in the
Nevada desert. Also a film that
questions life, death, sex and the
universe. That covers most things
students are interested in.

STREAMERS
STREETWISE
George Square Theatre
CARAVAN OF COURAGE
25 Feb ; 6.45, 8.55
· 21 Feb; 2.00
First an army drama about a
Fun viewing as the Ewoks (re- group of fellas who don't always
member 'Return of the Jedi'?) · see eye to eye, then a documenhelp two children to rescue their tary on a sad group of child prostiparents.
tutes in America.
DEATH IN A FRENCH GARDEN
SUBWAY
21 Feb; 11.0 (tickets £2.50)
Home Street, Tollcross
Trouble when a young man, hired
2284141
to give guitar lessons to a teen- WHEN THE WIND BLOWS
ager, is approached sexually by 2.20 (not Sun), 4.00, 5.40,
her mother- married to a sinister 7.25, 9.10
man I The second a rather far- Late night Fri & Sat 11.15 pm
fetched film concerning Fred 's Tragically ironic, at times amusdreams beneath the Paris Metro!
ing treatment of the nuclear issue
through the medium of animation
TROUBLE IN MIND
as Mr and Mrs Bloggs blunder
20-21 Feb; 3.00, 6.15, 8.30
As the title suggests conflict plays through 1987's remake of World
a major ro'e - set in a bluesy War Two. Perhaps there's a moral
inhere . ..
world of criminals and beats.

c

IN THE OPIUM MOUNTAINS
ASMAT
22 Feb ; 8.15
In both these · films Friedhelm
Brueckner sets out to preserve the
lives of dying cultures.
STRANGE PEOPLE
23 Feb; 6.45, 8.45
Shukshin's concern for the Russian peasantry can be seen in
three contrasting stories-revealing their inner protest against
hardship.
ABOUT LAST NIGHT
22-25 Feb ;
2.30 (not Sun), 6.00, 8.30
A must for all Rob Lowe fans ...
humour is provided by Belushi
and Perkins who keep up a cynical
running commentary on Danny's
affair.
SUGAR BABY
23-25 Feb;
2.30 (Mon), 6.45, 8.45 (Tue/Wed)
Romantic comedy as an ample
and no longer young West German woman proceeds to seduce
younger man!
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Lothian Road
229 3030
THE GOLDEN CHILD
2.20 (not Sun), 5.20, 8.20
Rather more tarnished than golden methinks. Eddie Murphy
cleans up his image and consequently comes across as a boring old fart in an extremely clicMd
film . He'll have a nice pension
though .
FERRIS BUELLER'S DAY OFF
2.10 (not Sun), 5.10, 8.10
Every mother's nightmare, Ferris
the Ferrari-man pulls the age-old 'I
had flu , honestly!' trick to escape
from school to a day of merriment
in downtown (or maybe up, I can
ne·v er decide which) Chicago.
THE MISSION
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
A prodigal Robert de Niro and the
right hand of God, Jeremy lronsdon't you hate him? I mean, he's
always such a do-gooder, always
Mr Nice Guy. makes me want
to ...

N DOMINION

Clerk Street
667 7331
CROCODILE DUNDEE
1.45, 3.50, .605, 8.35
Having survived the most barren
land known to man, the question
is- can he cope with New York?
PEGGY SUE GOT MARRIED
2.15, 6.00, 8.30
Back in the past, she has to decide
whether to recreate history or
reconcile the past with the future,
ie her present!
SHORT CIRCUIT
2.30, 5.45, 8.15
A robot, designed for military purposes (tlfurefore able to kill), is
taught the 'American way of life'
by a wom'an oblivious of it's powers, as its creators attempt to find
it.

Newtia-ttle Terrace
447 2660
CROCODILE DUNDEE
2.15, 5.15, 8.15
I wonder why the Aussies have
corks hanging off their hats when
all they drink is Fosters? I prefer
Castlemaine XXXX anyway. Oh,
those dinky ringpulls!
THE MISSION
2.10, 5.10, 8.10
Yes, as I was saying about Jeremy
'love ly boy' Irons : at least old Bob
had some guts about him; he was
a murderer and a mercenary but
all Jerry-darling could do was
pray. I mean .. .
ROOM WITH A VIEW
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
This room must have a bloody
good view. Time to clean the window, I think.

2 Forrest'Rd
'225 9873
THE BEAUTIFUL AND THE
DAMNED
18-21 Feb; 7.30 pm
Tickets: £1 .50, £2, £2 .50
By F. Scott Fitzgerald, adapted by
Angus Macfadyen. A Bedlam
mainterm, promising you a feast
of drama, dance and live jazz.
ALBERT EINSTEIN
25 Feb; 1.30 pm
£1 .50, £1 for members.
A Bedlam lunchtime, I think that
says it all.
BEDLAMAGM
Wednesday 4th March, 2.50 pm
Plenty of warning has been given.

NETHERBOW
43 High Street
,556 9579
POMEGRANATE PERFORMS
20Feb; 8 pm
Tickets : £1 .50, 50p cone.
Words and music from the
Pomegranate Womens' Writing
Group. Refreshments available.
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Clerk street
6677331
ROBERT HALPERN
Every Sat. night; 11 pm
Tickets: £2.50
There's nothing like a spot of
hypnosis on a Saturday night.

GAMBLERS
24 Feb-15 march ; 7.30 pm
By Nicolai Gogol. The first co-.
production between the Traverse
and the Tron Theatres. a black
comedy about damnation set in a
world of card sharps . Gogoll
committed suicide after writing
this play. I beg of you not to do
the same, at least not until you
finish your essays.
112 West Bow, Grassmarket
226 2633
A "MYSTERY" PLAY
Till 22 Feb ; 7 .45 pm
Students : £2
Perfo rmed by Winged Horse
Touring Production. All is mysterious so that you , the public,
will not have been " influenced"
in your aesthetic response by
that nasty old pre-publicity.
BLITZ!
24 Feb-5 April ; 7.30 pm
Written and directed by Jeremy
Raison . The first co-production
between the Traverse and
Kirkcaldy College. (Yes, co-productions seem to be very popular
just now, anybody want tocoproduce with me?) 1941, Glasgow faces the blitz. A group of
children are evacuated to the
countryside with disturbing and
"hilarious" results. Note the use
of the ever-popular word "h ilario~s" yet again: fact fans.

T H E A T R E
L Y C E U M WORKSHOP

Grindlay Street
229 9697
THREE SISTERS
20 Feb-14 march; 7.45 pm
Free preview : Feb 19, 7.45 pm
Tickets : £2.50-£5.50
A version by Edward Bond, by
Anton " psycholog ical" Chekhov .
Irina, Masha and Olga Prozo rov
are living in exile, but in their
hearts they inhabit Moscow. A
play of humour and hope.

ADAM
HOUSE
T H E AT RE
Chambers Street
SEMPRONIO
Till 20 Feb; 7.30 pm
Tickets (in form of programme)
£1.50
By Agustin Cuzzani . Presented by
the Spanish Society. A hilarious,

34 Hamilton Place
226 5425
GEDO
19-21 Feb; 7 pm
Tickets : £2, cone £1.
By the Rainmaker Company.
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2 Leven Street
229 1201
CINDERELLA
Till 21 Feb ; 7 pm
Matinees 2.1 5 pm
Tickets : £5-£6, cones available.
One has always felt that "Cinders'~ should have wed the fabul ous Buttons, her psychological
equivalent, rather than the d uJI
Prince
"my character isn't
explored at all " Charm ing. Once
again, money and the promises
of glittering ballgowns has
swayed the cou rse of true love.

TALBOT RICE 369 GALLERY
Cowgate
G A L L E R Y 233
2253013
-----"'--'~==-.:....::.....:;

~~~__::;_...;::c__;:::;.__:_:..__:_

Old College, South Bridge
6671011
Mon-Sat 10-5 pm
Till 4 April
WORKS ON PAPER - No, not
photos of the entire Student staff
list (a very poor attempt at a joke
there).

Till 28 Feb
Mon-Sat 12 noon-5.30 pm
KAU FKA- See the arts page for a
review.

FRUITMARKET
GALLERY

The Mound
5568921
Mon-Sat 10-5; Sun 2-3
ALEXANDER CARSE - Showing
'the people of the Lothians at their
leisure" - yes, there is a world
outside. Not everyone goes to
Teviot on a Friday night (or so we
noticed).
Till 29April
ROBERT NANTEUIL (1623-1678)
- Engraver to the court of Louis
XIV, a loan exhibition.

NATIONAL
GALLERY

PRINTMAKERS
WORKSHOP F L Y I N G
23 Union St (opp Playhouse)
COLOURS
Mon-Sat 10-5.30
Till 14 Mar
. Jazz works-Paintings, prints and
drawings by Dominic Synder.

35 W illiam Street
225 6776
Tues-Fri 11 -6, Sat 10-1

DOMIN
Students pay £1.50 for all
The only exception is the I
only non-smoki ng part oft
shut on Sundays.

FILMH
Matinees cost 75p; early
£1 .50. These tickets are only
mance starts. No concessi
you can book t hese in adv
cinemas.

FILIVISO
Members get in free to allp
can be purchased in advan
week and from the Postgr
Place, at the weeke nd. Mern

BE D LA

"Ef'X"hHOhwil B S

29 Market Street
225 2383
Tues-Sat 10-5.30
Till 28 Feb
LUCIANO FABRO - At last, only
one week left. Thank goodness for
little mercies, I hear you say.

C>DEON
On production of matricul ·
formanc e up to 6 pm for£1.
are non -smoki ng.

All tickets for lunchtime pr
your consumption . Mem
allows reductions on all f
are held every Monday ~I
interested in any aspect of

TRA VE
Exclusive offer thi s year
which allows many benefrll
Sunday performance; £2b
before perform ance ; tree en
theatre clubs in Britain.

LVCEU

They offer a plastic card co
two tickets at concessiona
mance). Check at box office

ESCA ..

Edinburgh Stude nt Charrtr
(225 4061 ). Pop into ouro
1to2 pm on Tuesday for an

SNC>

.

Students are welcomed in
Orchestra conce rts at thef'
available from 7 pm each

CAME~

Afternoo n shows cost£ ·
pm) are £2.70 .

THUR19FEB MON23FEB THUR19FEB SUN22FEB
KB LUNCHTIME TALK
1.10pm
Sixth Level Common Room
"The Role of Sport in Universities
Today" by Mr Alan Chainey, Dept
of Physical Education.
NEW SCOTLAND COUNTRY
DANCE SOCIETY
7.30 pm
·classes : Beginners - McEwan
Hall, Intermediates-Chaplaincy
Centre, Advanced --' Chambers
Street. Ballroom. Gathering of
the clans at 8.40 pm in the McE wan Hall for social dancing .
Hooch!
KB UNION ENTERTAINMENT
1-2pm
KB Union Coffee Bar
These have been a great success
so far. With Simon "Superstar"
Davidson playing live on four
instruments with a talking parrot,
how can they fail. Poor Polly.
POTTER ROW
Rock Disco.

'SE
"shows (Sun day-Frid ay~ cost
~le30minutes

before perfornfor main evening films but
: f2.30. Non-smoking in both

ances. Guest tickets (£1.25)
ny Union .Shop du ring the
ents' Union, 24 Buccleuch
is on sale at all shows.
nsinclude soup and bread for
fthe Bedl am is £2.00, which
edlam Committee meetings
pm in the theatre . Anyone
is always w elcome.

E

bership : £4 fo r fou r years,
include a free ticket to any
llimt standby ticket 1O minutes
llfraverse Bar and ma ny other

8which all ows you to claim

'1(£1 off cost of any perfor, tis.
Iare in 17/19 Guthrie Street
ime or come down around
mal lunchtime ·g athering .
ire to all Scottish National .
Hall. Tickets cost £2 and are
ening.
·ng Performances (7.00, 9.00

•rf15

EDINBURGH GREEN PEACE
Cornerstone Cafe, near St.
John's Church
8-12
Fundraising Ceili dh - live music
by " Auld Reekie All Stars" and
Catherine Kydd . Bring your own
booze as cafe is unlicensed (Tickets £2 waged, £1 unwaged).
EU DEBATES COMMITTEE
Teviot Row House
1pm
Motion: "Th is House would
Steri lise the Unemployed" -Al l
welcome.

F Rl20FE B
TEVIOT ROW UNION
Open till 2 pm. Happy Hour 9-_10
pm . Wine bar 10.30 pm. W ith
Splash Me I'm Drowning . What!
And waste all that alcohol?
CHAMBERS STREET UNION
Open till 11 pm
Friday night sesh . Happy Hour 57 pm .
NIGHT-SATURDAY
FRIDAY
MORNING
Potterrow
8-1
Happy Hour 8.30-9.30 ..
Go on down and strut your funky
stuff (how's that for a cliche) . FivE.'
Bands 'Champagne Vultures
and The Mole People'.

DEBATING CLUB
7.30 pm
Debating Hall, Teviot
1987 INTER HOUSE OUTWARD
HALLS CONTEST. See Archie
"Question Master" MacPherson
in the final . The "Whats On" eds
will be there too! What a package!
CONSERVATIVE ASSOCIATION
Teviot Row Union, Middle Reading Room
Lunch.
Speaker:
Michael
Ancram, MP for Edinburgh South
(which includes Pollock Halls of
Residence)

TUE

2 4 FEB

1

AIDS VIDEO
Teviot Dining Room
5.1 5-7 pm
Discussion follows the video with panel members such as Dr
Scottish
AIDS
Peutherer,
Monitor and the University Chaplain.
EU SCOTTISH NATIONALISTS
Pleasance, Executive Room
7.30 pm
With Jim Fairlie on "Strategy in
the event of a Thatcherite Third
Term" .
EU DANCERS
Pleasance Theatre
7 .30 tickets £1
"An Evening of Dance" - the
University's very own Moulin
Rouge with contemporary
rock ' n' roll, Ethnic, Ballroom,
Scottish Country aND Highland
Dancing . Get your tickets from
June Adamson, PE Dept., the
Pleasan ce

WED 25 FEB
GREEN BANANA CLUB
Potterrow
8-1 am
Happy Hour 8.30-9.30, with the
offer to bring your own records!
- are they running out or something.
BAHA'I SOCIETY
Adam Ferguson building, Rni
40
1 pm
Cheese and Bread lunches, discussion groups. all welcome.

CONSERVATIVE ASSOCIATION
Teviot Row House, Balcony
Room
5pm
.
Open committee meeting here's your chance to stick your
neb in.

MIDWEEK SERVICE
Chaplaincy Centre ·
1.10pm
"The Rich Young Ruler" - Rev.
Canon Neville, Chamberlain, St.
John's Episcopal Church.

SAT 2 1 FE B

PLEASANCE
Jazz - go down for an alterna-

EXTRA-MURAL DEPT.
10 am-12 .30 pm
11 Buccleuch Pl ace
Quaker Decisio n-Making: Now
Applicable Elsewh ere? A.ha lf d~y
public talk, possibly the first of !ts
kind in Scotland, on how the distinctive ways by which Quakers
come to decisions may be helpful
in other organisations.
Enqu iriers to Pete r Wassell at
the department.

old Green Banana

g~~b.to the

THE BOLSHOI
Venue
10pm
Goth rock and prominent cheekbones - this band has, not surprisingly,
been
likened to
Bauhaus. However, they are still
well worth seeing.
MR RHYTHM
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free
EU OPERA CLUB
George Square Theatre
7.30 pm
Offenbach's 'Orpheus in the
Underworld', staged by our very
own Opera Club, that last year
received high acclaim for its production of 'The Rake's Progress'
by Stravinsky.

FRl20FEB
END GAMES
Venue
10pm
GO FERRIT
Preservation Hall
£1 after 9.30 pm
DANISH RADIO BIG BAND
Queen's Hall
9.30 pm ; £2.50
Modern Big Band Jazz that has
been described as quite good
indeed.

EU OPERA CLUB
Queen's Hall
See Thurs 19

SAT21 FEB
ZERRAONE
Venue
10pm
Haven't heard many .(any!) good
words about these U2 clones from
Belfast. Sorry lads, I did try!
TOTAL AND THE BOSTONS
Preservation Hall
2 pm; Free
ROOTSIE TOOTSIE BAND
Preservation hall
£1 after 9.30 pm
Hard-hitting rhythm 'n' blues.

TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTEH::;
Preservation Hall
£1after9 pm
Ten-piece raunchy rhythm 'n'
blues.
MEATLOAF
Playhouse
7.30 pm ; £6.50, £7.50, £8.50
Second night of debauchery with
Meat 'I'm not as fat as I used to be'
Loaf.
THE SCOTTISH SINGERS &
THE SCOTTISH SINFONIETTA
Queen's Hall
7.30 pm ; £2.00
Music by Webern, Strauss-Berg,
Schubert,
Mahler-Schoenberg
and Brahms.
UNCLE RALPH
St Andrews
About 9 pm; Free
Brilliant new band well worth
travelling 60 miles to see. Be there
or be square!

MON23FEB
SPLASH ME l'M DROWNING
Venue
10pm
Jene sais pas!
FUTURE WORLD MOVES
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free
Trial band.

TUE

24 FEB

SHAMEN
Venue
10pm
Sixties influenced psychedelic
group with a gothic edge.
HUNGRY YEARS
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free
Oh good! It's one of those indescribable bands.
EU CONCERTS
Reid Concert Hall
1.10pm; Free
Edinburgh Quartet play music by
Beethoven and Edward Harper.

WED · 25 FEB

MEATLOAF
Playhouse
7.30 pm; £6.50, £7.50, £8.50
Big on meant, short on loaf (sorry;
that's unfair). The large man
knows how to have a good time.
This should definitely not be mis-

HOOK 'N' PULL GANG
Venue
10pm
Punk group with a female singing
drummer who plays hard but
sings harder. Go check them out!

sed!
EU OPERA CLUB
George Square Library
See Thurs 19.

CHARLIE McNAIR'S JAZ.Z BAND
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free
Trad/Swing.

sco
Queen's Hall
7.45 pm ; £2 at door
The Scottish Chamber Orchestra,
conducted by Jaime Laredo, play
music by Rossini, Ned Rorem and
Beetie.

WHAT'S ON STAFF
FILM
Fran Hughes, Jo Lurie
THEATRE
Lorna Henderson
.EXHIBS
Sandra Catto
UNIVENTS
MUSIC

Linda Kerr ·
Ralph Hasselgren
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Thurs 19 Feb- latin1-2 Videos on Palestine
LIBERAL CLUB
DHT Faculty Rm South.
American.Day
.
1 pm
Friends of Pa lestine.
Balcony Room, Tev1ot
l2-2 Latin American
1-2 Speaker on Zionism.
Weekly meeting. All welcome ..
Solidarity Society
DHT Faculty Rm North.
Stall and information desk in
bookstal l. Bottom
Jewish Society.
foyer.
bookstall.
Sat 21 Feb - Potterrow
1-2 Speaker from Scottish
EU LAGS
Medical Aid on
Social
8 pm
Nicaragua . DHT Faculty
.8-l International Week
Cheviot Room , Teviot
Rm South. Lati n
Social, Potterrow
CHAMBERS STREET UNION
·
·t
l'f
American
Solidarity
Union. Age of Chance,
1
Meeting with a universi Y po ISoc.
in aid of Solomon
Open till 1 am
.
b
cal group.
7.30 " Undo-quando " - film
Mahlangh Freedom
Disco
upstairs,
JUke ox
on current situation in
College, Tanzania, and
downstairs. Music and laughter EU SCHUMACHER SOCIETY
Chile, Pleasance
Southern Africa n .
Theatre.
Scholarship.
everywhere for a different ki nd of 7.30 pm
night out .. . Happy Hour 7.30- Highland Room , Societies Centre Fri 20 Feb_ Middle East Day
THROUGHOUT THE
8.30 pm"
"Animal Health Care in Gujart,
WEEK : Exhibition in
Also a large selection of bored India " . Slid e show.
12-2 Friends of Palestine
Student Centre
•
Bookstall, Potterrow
concourse .
.......
. . . . . . . . . . . .!""..........................
. ....................................
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Towards tragedy
DRAMA
THE BEAUTIFUL AND
THE DAMNED
Bedlam; until 21st Feb

''The would-be-starlet-harlot Gloria."

NIGHTMOTHER
Bedlam ; 11th feb.

"If you want a manicure before
I go you better get your hands
washed. "
This Wednesday's lunchtime
was an outstandingly professional
production by Cathy McNair and
Andrea Johnson of Marsha Norman 's "Night Mother".
The play exploits the intimacy
of a mother-daughter relationship
to present a poignant exploration
of motives and objections to
suicide. The sophisticated set
amply demonstrated the mediocrity and clatter of small town life
in 'outback ' US. The contrast of
this and the ultimate nature of the
question
being dealt with
emphasized the way in which
people bolster themselves up with
the trivial because like Thelma,
the mother they are afraid of
death .

photo: Tony Seagrove

But Thelma recognises the li mitations pf life: " I don't know what
I'm he re for , but I don' t think
about it. " In her attempts to dissuade her daughter Jesse from
com mitting suicide, she moves
between serious concern and matri archal reproach. Nicole's highly
e ntertaining performance as
Thelma brought out the bitter
humour arising from the juxtaposition of the desperately serious
and the hopelessly mundane
("you can't use my towels" as her
daughter prepares to kill herself).
Sophie Chalk , as Jesse ,
achieved an air of resignation
without detachment that enabled
her to deliver her argumen ts convincingly and strengthened the
impact of a lucidity th at was hard
to question. Both she and Nicole
were unusually successful in their
portrayal of age.
However valid any reasoning
may appear to be, not even her
mot her can den Jesse the ri ht to ,

Almost two hours after
schedu le, and the full -bodied
strains of John Elliott's vibrant
jazz band take the chill of an icy
Bedlam dress rehea rsa l, setting a
mood of warm exuberance that
swiftly gives way to the foreboding discord of Max Richeter's
score for viola and cello. The musical dichotomy underlines the ten·sion that pe rvades The Beautiful
and the Damned . Angus McFadyen
has
adapted
Scott
Fitzgerald 's second novel for the
stage with what he describes as "a
movement
towards
modern
tragedy', focusing sharply upon
the fall of the two protagonists,
and employing the other characters as a highly effective quasichorus.
Adapting any novel for the
stage is an onerous iask ' always
assess her own experience of
everything from " me and you to
R ed Chin a", and reject it. The
sense of self-determinatio n showed in this analogy: "You've
got another 50 blocks to go , but 11
you've had enough of the ride,
her
you can just get off."· As
milkman remarks: "tveryone's
got their idea of a vacation."
Cathrine Fellows

use.
We see him a~ting as a socket
into which his wife and family plug
the kettle, the iron and even the

Adam House; unt il 21st Feb
The revitalised EU Hispan ic
Studies Society opens its new
programme with Augustin Cuzzani's Sempronio. Set in South
America it tells of what happens
to an old man , Sempronio, when
he discovers that he has become
radio-active. However far from
being a danger to his family and
friends he is able to put hi s new
ac uired
wers to constructive

Radioactive
transistor. (Arm up to raise the
volume, arm down to lower it;
thus addin a whole new meanin

warm o.r convincing enough in
itself to impart any sense of unit
or for us to regret its passing.
is a cold world , too cold for us t
0
become involved.

rJ;

A shaky structure, it seems b
one made firm by a strong 'c Ut
who ski lfully give flesh and bloa~
to this sad ly hunchbacked ske~
ton. Sophie Needham stands 0 efor her defiant portrayal of t~t
egocentric would-be starlet-harlo~
Gloria, while Rowan Somervill
as the ill-fated Anthony, and th:
supporting cast of Tom Bradby
Sophie White, Aileen McFarlan '
phil Robertson, and James Wa1'.
lace shine in a variet of roles
Shrewd direction and the infectiously atmospheric music of Elliott
and Richter further combine to
an imate the play ' which even at
the dress rehearsal stage was a
piece
of polished theatre
struggling to sparkle.
'
Mkhael Wright
• The Beautiful and the Damned is
going to Stirling as part of EUTC's
contribution to the Scottish Student Drama Festival. It playson
25th and 26th Feb .
to the word radio-active). However as the old saying goes all
good things must come to an end,
especially if there is a greyheared , radio-active
South
American
involved.
The
authorities get wind of Sempronio's talents and he is whisked
off to a secret laboratory where he
is put on a diet of stamps from
Hiroshima and contaminated
clothes from Sellafield. There is,
fortunately , a happy endi ng.
Such a plot lends itself to a
wealth of special effects and these
are cleverly exploi ted. Con·
sequently what non-Spanish
speakers may lose in the language
is easily made up for by the play's
wild presentation. Thecase for the
positive use of radio-activity is put
across with a smile rather than a
sledge-hammer.
Paul Quinn

crofters and so the use of Sunset
Song V:as a highly appropriate
theme with which to commemo·
rate a trade unionist.
The work begins with a solo
SNO
horn arrangement of an old Czech
song of disappoi nted love "Gre~~
Usher Hall ; 13th Feb
I have sowed , Red I shall Reap ·
Most of the audience at the From there the music goes on to
Usher Hall last Friday had proba- explore the harsh rhythms of life
bl y turned up to hear Beethoven's on the land which resolves into a
Piano Concerto No. 3. If so they · haunting arrangement of "The
were not disappointed as Jon Floo'ers of the Forest. Then
Kimura Parker gave a sensitive
.
.
.
ction frolll
a fter an airy stnng se
,
yet powerful account of this work.
Cloud
Howe,
the
harsh
rhythm;
However musically the high poi nt
return this time for the factor
of the evening came in the first
'
· h ytoo
Life of Gray Granite unul t eelodY
half of the concert with a fine pergive
way
to
the
sorrowing
m
formance , under the direction of
of the concluding passag~. . for
Sir Alexander Gibson , of the
This is a triple lament.
recent composition Sunset Song.
.
f f the pas·
Jimmy Milne himsel , or d and
This work , by the 36 year old
sing of the old rural Scotian dust·
Glaswegian composer Wi lliam
for the passing of moder~:iand.
Sweeny, was com missioned by the
rial Scotland . . · only t
STUC in memory of the late
and perhaps art, enduresC. Style!
Jimmy Milne.
Scott ·
Sunset Song, by Lewis Grassie
Gibbon , is one of the most important and powerful of works written in Scotland this cen tury. It
tells the tale of the demise of the
BOUGHT AND SOLD
cottars of the North East in the
CASH PAID
face of the onslaughts of the First
World War and the progress of
capitalism. Jimmy Milne was
STUC G eneral Secretary from
TILL'S uooKSJIOP
1975 until his death in 1986. This
I Hope Park.crescent
was a pe riod which arguably saw a
(Bucdeucb Street)
destruction of trade union and
6(,7 0895
working class power every bit as
real as that suffered by Gibbon 's

CLASSICAL

KAVKA
369 G allery; until 28th Feb

The paintings seem to go
through many stages of development, the patterns of paint on the

At times , then , we are too close
to the action; at others, strangely
distanced , fo rced to pan in and
out like confused film cameramen . Any ritualistic sense of
tragedy is dissipated by the
cinematic leaps that splinter the
action , while .the relationship between the two protagonists is never

SEMPRONIO

EXHIBS
If Ian Hugh es ever becomes a
great and famous painter, art historians of future generations are
going to revel in chasing up all the
obscure references to Kafka in his
paintings. Hughes' knowledge of
the author is extensive enough for
him to waltz through the specialised subject section of
'Mastermind '. However most of
the people who visit this exhibition will not understand the
myriad allusions to Kafka and his
writings - does this matter? Can
the paintings stand on their own as
objects? The answer has to be yes.
Though there is nothing particularly new here, Hughes is an
artist who really knows how to use
paint. Confident choice of strong
acid colours, applied in broad
strokes and thick impasto, make
an immediate impact on the eye.
And yet this is by no means let-itall-hang-out expressionsm
each painting is cot1>£olled by a
strong simple image which gives
the works a stable centre.

difficult and frequently less than
rewardi.ng . Reading demands a
creative effort of the imagination;
theatre transfers much of this
responsibility onto the actor, who
must supply credibility where ·
once imagination had sufficed.
Bare, intimate, naturalism, the
perogative of film, is rarely successful on the stage; theatre must
go further effectively to create the
desired illusion . Too often , The
Beautifu l and the Damned does
not go far enough; "realistic"
novelistic dialogue wilts sadly in
th e bright glare of the stage lights,
conflicing with the sense of animation achi eved in the skilful direction of the versatile chorus, which
relies heavily , and effectively ,
upon the intelligent use of dramatic license.

picture "The Slaughtered Ox"
make very different shapes from
the final image that covers them .
Some stages are barely discernible; it had to be pointed out to me
that one canvas had had photographs stuck all over it before the
paint was applied.
Hugh es makes a lot of use of
found objects in his paintings, and
likes to vary the surface texture by
mixing paint with other sub-

stances such as earth or hair.
Twigs a~ another favou rite material - their hard brittle shapes
contrasting with the slick pai nt .
Even if there is a tendency to
over-dramatise, (almost every
face is outlined in bright, gory
red) the paintings remain exciting
and repay long study.
Fly

BOOKS

•

A Mystery Exposed
I
l

Winged Horse developed a play by improvisation
which opened at the Traverse last week. They did not
tell anyone what it was about. Debbie Lewis saw the
play, spoke to the director, John Carnegie and
tried to conceal her scepticism.
"Take part in a ' mystery'.
Arrive at the theat re without any
prior knowledge of the show you
are about to experience. Your
response cannot be jaded by the
pre-publicity. How often are you
given such a chance? The risk is
yours . Still , without risk , what
chance of rea l excitement ?"
Sitting in the Traverse bar a few
minutes before the performance,
I read these words with mingled
anticipation and cynicism , expecting to be shown some radical piece
of theatre, highly charged with
profound meaning, terribly relevant to the proble ms of modern

The absurdity of this plot seems
to be the result of allowing the
three actors to develop the play
together through improvisation,
with the aid of their director John
1
Carnegie, rather than getti~g an
experienced playwright with commitment to expressing a set of
coherent ideas. Almost every contentious issue in existence was
covered, but none fully or
imaginatively explored: adolescent independence, job or university , marriage or career, career or
chi ldren , grief and the need to
carry on with life , the jealousy and
tension of brother-sister relationships, establishing identity in
"I've
quite
often one's own activities outside the
influence of family.
deliberately distorted
The effect was unfulfilling and
the preconceived
confusing, as if the actors had
information to get
insisted in rehearsal on each making their social message clear
audiences to expect one
within the play . lt lacked the
thing and then be forced almost
obsessive singleness of visinto seeing something
ion , the personal desire to display
to an audience one 's convictions
completely different."
and deeply fe lt beliefs or ideas ,
consciousness and society, a little that forms the basis of powerful
surreal or absurdis( perhaps.
unity and logic in theatre and art .
Instead , Looking Back asserts Looking Back was held together
very safe professional middle- painfully artificially by using the
class values , explores the tor- Orpheus and Euryd ice myth ments and attitudes of their soci- the Greek musician all owed by
ety, in situations that could easily the gods to bring away his wife
slip into the mould of BBC2 'Play from the Underworld as long as he
for Today' .
does not look back to he r until
Dedicated opera singer Jo, who they have left Hell - as a greatly
never speaks on a Sunday morn- contrived metaphor for the whole
ing, tries to reconcile herself to play, that we cannot look back
the death of her photographer and try to live in our memories but
husband Peter , killed in a hit-and-' most become detached from our
run accident in Paris, probably emotions, that desire to live in the
related to his involvement in golden past , as a step in the prophotographing incidents in Cor- cess of achieving what is imporsica, myste riously linked to the tant for us.
With extreme scepticism on my
Greenpeace ' Rainbow Warrior'
scandal. Pat. Peter's outspoken mind , I went to talk to the direcsister, an invest igative reporter
"We were trying to do
for the BBC, he lps Jo make the
most important decision of her
something different, to
life: will she perform her role in
take a risk."
Gluck 's Orfeo e Eurydice, a part
that she has been preparing for tor , John Carnegie, about the
eight years, now that Peter is ideas behind this project, its
dead? Pat is he rself attempting to method of creation , and the elesolve her own dil emma, a career ment of mystery, which he
or a baby, as she tries to let go of immediately pronounced as "Pure
the memory of her traditional publicity gimm ick ; it was simply
Irish father and thoughts of the because when it came to the time
mother she never knew , so that when we had to get the stuff into
she can come to her own decision print we did not know how the
play was finally going to turn out.
about he r own life.

OPERA
ORPHEUS IN THE
UNDERWORLD
George Square Theatre;
until 21 st Feb
. This is a completely new translaIJ?n of the libretto by Margaret
Ntcolson and the producer, Laurence Wareing. The music has also
been arranged specially by the
~usical
Director,
Alasdair
Nicholson . The translation is
taken from Offenbach's Second
fo.ur act, version of the opera, ano
sticks much more closely to the
French than most previous translati~ns, retaining characters and
sections of the plot which are often
lost. The Opera Society has turned
~ver a new leaf itself: in the past it
i as been criticised for having too
ew student soloists, but this pro-

duction has much more reasonable
proportions.
This opera is essentially good,
fairly clean. For it has been set in
the theatrical underworld-of Paris
in the 1890s with many of the
scenes based on paintings by
Toulouse Lautrec. Orpheus is
extremely reluctant to retrieve his
nagging wife Euridyce from the
Underworld when Pluto abducts
her. The Public Critic is necessary
to point out to the characters what
they ought to be doing. (Katrine
Townhill gave a wonderfully disapproving and detached performance in the role). No one else
seems to want Euridyce either,
afte~ their critical
fatuation.
Pluto, the archetypal cad, lacking
only a waxed moustache, tries to
pretend he has never seen her.
Jupiter is only too glad to go back
to Juno, well portrayed as a middle-aged barmaid in her best
i> clothes.
, Jupiter is in fact rather overshadowed by the females who sur-

We knew what the characters
were , we knew roughly where it
was heading, but we couldn't sell
the play on conventional terms
and means of information , we
couldn't give a plot summary or
any of the usual things that you
can do , so we decided , let's make

night , when it came to the laugh
lines the audience wasn't aware
that it was allowed to laugh ... if
you know beforehand where it's
going you can get some feel for it
from the start. This kind of theatre makes you work , because
unless you sit there and pay atten-

improvisations and changed and
chopped around in the way that
any play is done. But the starting
point has been the work the actors
did on their characters. It started
off with each actor working independently with myself, none of
the actors talking to the others
about the play - the whole thing
was built up on the basis of secret
work so that nobody would know
any . more than their characters

"The whole thing was
built up on the basis of
secret work so that
nobody would know
more than their ·
characters knew, and so
they worked with me."
knew , and so they worked with
me. They told me each ofabout 20
people they knew, either well or
vaguely , so we started off with
real starting points of existing
people, and then l would saw
something like, 'What if that person instead of doing this at 14 had
gone off and done something else
or gone blind, so totally changinge
direction of their lives.
" It was a deliberate decision,
and that came directly from me ,
that these would be people who
had no money problems, which is
not a reflection on us ; these would
be people for whom money was
not a problem, so that the other
problems that they had could
appear clearer. . ..
"I think the advantages (of this
"More to the characters than appears on stage.,"
a virtue of necessity and push that tion to what 's going on , on an method) are quite clearly in the
angle.
absolute moment to moment depth of characterisation, which
you get when the actors know
"Ideally one should never actu- basis, you could easily get lost;
exactly where the characters have
ally say anything about any probeen, their whole life , so there's
duction , and the audience on ly "This kind of theatre
more to the characters than just
comes along and takes it exactly
makes you work because appears on the stage. What you
for what it is . . . I've quite often
see on the stage is just the tip of an
deliberately distorted the precon- unless you sit there and
· iceberg.
ceived information to get audi- pay attention to what's
ences to expect one thing and then
Something like this somegoing on, on an absolute
be forced into seeing something
thing which is. overtly quite low
moment
to
moment
completely different. I once did a
energy, · although the energy
play set in Vienna at the turn of basis, you could easily
which is underneath the character
the century, which was really a
is very high. That soul will sustain,
get
lost."
very anti-romantic, down-beat
and will sustain every single perI then asked him how the con- formance , whereas usually what
kind of a play, and it was advertised as schnitzel, coffee cream cept of the play was developed.
you see in theatre is the actors will
"Well , it came from an come up with this huge energy on
and Strauss waltzes , and indeed it
started with the Blue Danube and approach from some of the actors, the first night and after the first
gradually it turned to something that they wanted to work on night the energy ·gets whittled
something, they had a slot free to away .. . You see the effects of
else ....
"Here, where it does gain 'is for perform in and they approached depth of characterisation on the
I
just
wanted
to stage because you sense what else
an audience who doesn't know me.
anything about it; when they see it try 1t out. We decided to go for it. is there ; the whole play is loosely
it is actually fun piecing the thing ~e were trying to do something about things that are left unsaid . If
together bit by bit. Because the . different, to take a risk ....
that had 'been written ; there is no
first five minutes of the play are
" Ultimately it was written, way actors in three weeks
really quite heavy , on the first every scene is written up from the would have got to that stage
round him. Venus (Colte Horseman) is seductive but somewhat
sternly and Diana (Lucy MaxwellStuart) is a simple country girl
singing simple country songs.

The chorus were a little too
clean and tidy for country lads and Relax where you are welcome:
lasses, but much more credible as
the dregs of cafe society, the morning after the night before. Thesinging was generally good, with nota(CRAIGS CLOSE) COCKBURN STREET/
ble performances from Euridyce
MARKET STREET
(Rachel Cowan) and the Public
Critic. Continuity left a bit to be
desired but this was inevitable at a
Bar with Bistro Food at
piano dress rehearsal.
its
best: 12-2.30; 5c7.00
The highlights of the production
are comic, rather than dramatic
and musical, stemming from a
'\lcfo,w, 80 - cask
combinatin of witty translation,
Tartan
SOp
imaginative design and exaggerated portrayal. one of the funniest
Harp
SOp
moments is when Jupiter is transformed by Cupid and his Policemen of Love - chorus girls in
For the special occasion try our
bobby's helmets - into a corpula carte restaurant with
lent creature which Eruidyce
superb
French country cooking.
describes as thin-waisted in a
famousduet. But I won't tell you
PARTIES WELCOME
Cupid (Alex Weaver) is the direc- what it is. You'll have to go and
tor of the affair, calming tempers find out.
031-226 3537
and setting things right. She toio
Katie Alcock!'-.------------~
has a simple but good voice.

THE PIMPERNEL
sop
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Weird Stories • • •

as ever the intellectual fruitcake.

" ... and you may find yourself ,

TRUE STORIES
FILMHOUSE
Dir: David Byrne
True Stories is the latest project
of David Byrne, lead singer and
lyric writer or the fairly wonderful
Talking Heads. Allegedly using
''true stories" taken from tabloid
papers and magazines as a base,
the mm is a sto~y of "ordinary
American folk" in the mythical
town of Virgil, Texas.
Byrne , obligatory in any trendy
dude's vocabulary of "cool person", is ·.usually described as a
wacky, zany, avant-garde , thinking man 's rock star etc. He has
.shown his talent for visuals in Stop
Making Sense and a succession of

"There's a Oy on your nose!"
climax , an attractive, yuppy journalist , Veronica Quaife (Geena
ODEON
Davis) , threatens to betray his
confidence. Partly to ensure her
Dir: David Cronenberg
silence (and partly because she is
"The Ufe and times of Brundle- very good looking) he enlists her
Fly; at the very least it will make a as his assistant , and eventual
children's
book." )over.
fabulous
·Doomed scientific genius Seth
But when he tries to transport
Brandle (JeffGoldblum) observes himself (having presumably run
bis fate
with pbilosophkal out of his supply of experimental
humour, but Theflylsmucbmore •· baboons)~ fly is trapped with him
than a·wllimsic:al fab:y-storr. It ii In the "telepod'.'~(a designer T.arm, intelligent, gripping ·and at dis), and he and the fly undergo a
times moving interpretation of' the ~·genetic-molecular fusion". For a
hlcrwlJble Hullc theme.
time he becomes a physical superSeth Brundle has devoted six human, but gradually be experiyears of bis life dabbling in the· ences a horrific transmutation,
mysteries of teleportation, but and · the efforts of his spumed
now, as
project approaches its· l<;>ver cannot save this "185-pound

THE FLY

m;

ABOUT LAST NIGHT 14

of his " unorthodox dancing" in
this film.)

FILMHOUSE
Dir: Edward Zurick

I found myself wondering just
what Byrne's attitude was to his
beloved fellow-Americans. Is he
revelling in the "crazy" things
~hey seem to get up to or is he disturbed by it? Some parts of the·
film suggest contempt for the
'people who need special music for
shopping-centres and have to
advertise for wives on TV. ·
"Puzzlin' Evidence" shows a society mystified by its power and
pnable to halt its own militarymachine, while "City of Dreams"
talks of the stifling by the Ameri.can Dream of the cultures in
Texas.

Cliche-ridden, empty a~
long. I cannot understand why th
Filmhouse have decided to resu ~
reel this mediocre film. Ferna;e
fans of "sexy" Rob Lowe will Jove
it, the rest of us will be more
amused by the narrowness of his
range as an actor.
The plot , liased o n D avid Mam.
et's play "Sexual Perversity in
Chicago", concerns the development and eventual break-up of
the relationship between Danny
(1:-owe) and Debbie (Demi
Moore). Unfortunately , due to
the lack of character develop.
ment, we fail to relate to their con.
cerns and have no in terest in their
destinies.
Lowe
and Moore , both
graduates of the Brat Pack school
of acting , contrast effectively but
fail to convey the essence of their
emotional conflict. The film 's saving grace is Jim Belushi's performance as Bernie, the worldly wise
slob and confidante of Lowe, who
gives the film a much-needed kick
up the backside whenever he
appears .
Towards the end, Moore says·
to Lowe , " We had nothing". This
is not only the major problem with
their relationship , but also with
the film .

But let's not get too serious.
Talking Heads' fans will love it as
.a translation onto film of all that is
endearing about Byrne et al ,
while the uninitiated should
expect the unexpected. It may be
slightly contrived or strained at
times but True Stories is entertaining , hilariously funny and has
some great music, from the rock
thrash of "Love for Sale" to more
Latin-influenced material like
behind the wheel of a large automobile ••. "
"Papa Legba" . Love it or hate it
(and you can interpret this film in
Innovative Talking Heads videos, American life. He deals best in virtually any way you want) it's
so a move into a full-scale feature the eccentric details of his charac- certainly not the assembly-line
seems natural. True Stories, how- ters - the most ordinary objects 1980s
Topcrocdilegoldengunever, is still more reminiscent of a and situation are transformed into· childdundee formula crap. Go
series of video clips, strung strange and alien rituals. "Why do and see for yourself.
together around a common hot-dogs come in packs of ten and
centre.
buns in eights or twelve?" asks the
A Brown
The film's atmosphere owes a rich widow who stays in bed all
lot to the setting of Texas, chosen day watching TV. "I'm looking
because "it's cheaper to shoot for matrimony with a couple M," True Stories begins at the Filthere". The vast open landscape is. says the computer operator with mhouse on -the 26th while The Fly
brilliantly photographed and the· the stupendously bad taste in starts at the Odeon on the 27th.
state's cultural history comes dothes. The collage of characters
through strongly, from the R ed and situations is worked into a
Indians to the Mexicans and Byrne's eye view of modern
Spanish.
American life . Byrne's attitude as
The "plot" is thin and almost the stranger touring Virgil, almost
improvised, the film being an anthropological investigator , is
primarily a vehicle for Byrne to o ne of intense interest. With an
show us his very original views of air of studied curiosity, he plays ,

fly" from a tragic demise.
The intensity of the performances by the leading characters
add a sense of realism to what is
essentially a science-fiction tale.
In particular, Jeff Goldblum gives
a portrayal , at times repulsive and
ruthless, at times touching and
.humorous , worthy of praise; and
his tremendous screen presence
and versatility dominate the film
throughout .
The special effects are well used
in so far as they do not intrude too
far into the film, and this , together
with the breathtakingly authentic
make-up (nominated for an
.Oscar) , prevent this film from suffering the all-too-common fate of
being turned from a grippingly
grotesque horror film into a selfparodying bore (viz Ghostbusters,
The Return of the Living Dead).
The film is a "remake" of the
1958 horror classic , but the
interweaving of the fateful love
affair (complicated by the somewhat clicliect presence of Veronica's jealous ex-lover and
editor) into the plot gives the film
much greater scope and should
consequently appeal to a much
wider audience.
Brundle sums it up wrily upon
emerging from his telepod'. "ls it
life, or is it Memorex"'?" It is·
indeed a horrifyingly realistic vis•
ion, which is' sure to alter your
opinion of· what we myopically
refer to as "science fiction ".
William Dale

--

(Onfor~unately, he doesn't do any

Roddy McLean

Student did in fact review About
Last Night last term. Since the Fil·
mhouse is resurrecting it, though,
we decided to take another brief
look at it. Our opinion hasn't
changed much.

"What a -load of Belushi!"
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Mind over matter
'Meditation says DaYid Huey, could be the solution to the
world's rroblems. Jlere, he outlines the way it works
and wha 1t has achieved so far.
'
Today it is obvious that we are connected to this fundamental
living in a wo rld of ever increasing level of natural law. Having done
international te nsion. With the ' so it neutralises stress or conflict
super-powers constantly at log- within the individual.
The basis of world peace thereger-heads an.d the.level of international terron sm nsmg, 11 appears fore likes in the creation of coherthat national governments and ence in world consciousness. This
is where the role of the individual
orga ni sation~ such the United
Nations are at a loss as to how to is important since he or she is the
reduce interna tional conflict. most basic unit of society. Stress
However o n the 12th of January or conflict within the individual
this year a completely innovative creates tension in society, which
programme to create world peace in turns creates friction between
was announced . The revolutio- nations. If we are to have effective
nary nature of this new alternative and permanent peace it must be
is that responsibility for world through the internal revolution of
peace does not lie ultimately with the self. Maharishi on his visit to
governments but with the Edinburgh in November 1960,
tried to explain this ph.ilosophy
individual.
The movement was initiated 30 when he said:
years ago by Maharishi Mahest
"All that we hear today in the
Yogi , and involves the revival of
way of tension , suffering, and
ancient Vedic Science. Both modmiseries , all cruelty, suspicion ,
ern and Vedic science have
and chaos in man's life is only
located a unifi ed field at which all
due to the connection with the
the laws of nature are connected.
inner life being lost in the indiMaharishi believes that it is from
vidual life. World War origithis level of natural law that all
nates in the tension of the indipossible creative and harmonising
vidual man. "
potentialities can be derived . The
purpose of Maha rishi 's TechnolCoherence of world consciousogy of the U nfied Field or Transcendental Meditation is to help ness, it is believed , can be brought
the mind reach a state of transcen- about through the Maharishi
dental consciousness, at which it is Technology of the Unified Field

No, not last Thursday's student demo but a Taste of
Utopia for 7000 Maharishi believers.
Maharishi said:
"If a garden is to be made
green, every tree has to be
made green. World peace can
only be established if the individuals of the world are in
peace within themselves, and
this can be directly achieved by
a wide publicity of my simple
system of transcendental meditation, which makes a man
peaceful and happy without
delay."

(Transcendental Meditation , its
advanced techniques, and the
TM-Sidhi programme). In 1974
experiments were carried out in
cities throughout the world by the
Maharishi International University. They established that when
1% of the population of a city
were practising Transcendental
Meditation (TM), the level of
crime and violence was significantly reduced during the period of
the experiment.
Scientific research has shown
that 7 ,000 individuals practising
the TM-Sidhi technique together
in one plane can create a powerfu
influence of coherence in the

whole world consciousness, producing an upsurge of positive
trends in life everywhere. The
next stage is for Maharishi to
gather together 10,000 experts in
India who will meditate twice a
day in the one location, and therefore hopefully create a harmonising influence over the entire
planet.
Maharishi believes that world
peace is not far away and is only a
matter of funds. Already a large
proportion of the funds necessary
to support the 10,000 full time
meditators has been donated by
wealthy supporters of the programme. It is hoped that in 1987
world peace can be established on
the international level. Maharishi
points towards the conflict between lraq and Iran as being a key
indicator of the level of his programme's success. When asked
about his opinion of the attempts
of the politicians to stop wars
Maharishi said:
"Phases of politics are always
changing. That which is always
changing in itself cannot establish
anything permanent.
Peace on the platform of politics would never be stable
because politics is always
changing.
Secondly,
the
attempts for international
peace by the politicians originate from fear. Anything
based-on fear will never be constructive and stable .

The Art Market
Continuing_our series which looks at the people behind
the places, Debbie Lewis visited the Fruitmarket Gallery,
where there's no time for any pretention ....

The first thing I saw when I
entered the Fruitmarket Gallery
was a cloud, suspended in mid-air
by huge metal cables that seemed
very unnecessary for such an
ephemeral object. It was only
when I got closer that I discovered
that it was hewn out of a single
large block of marble . Deception,
in the most flattering sense of the
word , is probably what the staff
Who create this gallery are best at.
It consists of two large, well-lit but
soothing rooms, very white , very
quiet. In contrast to the pensive
tone of the exhibition room space,
the offices behind seemed like a
rabbit warre n o f interlocking
rooms, and the members of staff
Whom I met were bright, very
friendly a nd completely honest
and unpretentious about their
Work and experiences . I first of all
~oke to Alison Bell, the gallery's
~?hc1ty co-ordinator. '
. My job is information: I
Inform people about the gallery ,
create leafl ets and catalogues for
1
each exhibition obviously all this
needs to be done before we get the
work
int s ·m, so we have to research
jobo .the artist and his work ; my
irn Is to put all this together,
ages and text . . .. We hope to

encourage the viewer not to be
intimidated by what we exhibit,
therefore we inform all the staff
about the work , they should never
go in and think, 'There 's no way I
can find out about this' because
there will always be someone
there to inform him . . ..
"This generally go on a cycle,
we have a cycle of work coming in ,
obviously an installation period
for the work , which, because of
the size of the gallery , means that
everyone will have to take part ,
everyone will help to unpack the
work , to place the work , often the
artist himself will be there ....
That can be the most wonderful
thing , certainly for me, hearing
the artist talk about his work , talk
about art and what's important to
I suppose we ' re really
him ,
quite unusual in that we' ll all get
our hands dirty , and we 've all got
· experience and knowledge of art ,
we all know how to handle the
work ... ; it's consciously democratic, we have meetings and discuss the problems, the fabric of
the building, 1 don't just sit here ,
writing ....
"In recent years the unpacking
and installing has gone a lot more
smoothly, now that we've all got
more experience. Something like
a painting exhibition is much
easier to handle, just putting
things up on the wall. In the early
days 'it was much harder
"The worst was a piece from the
last exhibition , From Two
Worlds , in which there was this
four-poster bed , the crate
weighed half a ton and was at least
six food square; we had been told
we could get into the gallery and
dismantle it here but in fact we
~

couldn't get it through the door,
so we had to pull it apart in the
street , bit by bit, with all its 400
screws. We've had a few horrors
too , a lot of surreal work not to be
unpacked by the fainthearted; we
had one work that was an eyeball ,
a mouth , an ear and a bald head,
and a radio came on when you

often that need people to participate in - works with mirrors ,
work with tapes - that require a
certain input from the viewer. In
fact , we once had a work with a
plastic water pistol in it , which a
little boy decided to participate in
and take. "
Speaking with the director of

. and by that we don 't just try to
bring the work in but start an
exhibition here and then tour it,
often all round the world . . .
"We' re very close to the City
Art Centre, just physically anyway, and we represent very much
two complementary sides to the
art world; the City collection do a
much broader range of work,
they'll do record covers, for example , and we're very pleased to
have that, it gives a double reason
for coming down to Market Street
.. we tend to have more postwar , more difficult an inaccessible work .. as to other galleries we
don't get much contact. We do
tour our exhibitions to small community galleries, we would take a
small selection of work to show in
hospitals and community centres,
to places where there is not usually any art . .
"I think we have the kind of
space that can show large work ,
and the kind of work that you can
see nowhere else in Scotland. It's
· a place where people can come,
for a cup of coffee, to buy some
Posing artistically down the Fruitmarket.
postcards, read current magazines
and see work they will not be able
opened it - no one had told the Fruitmarket , Mark Francis, J to see anywhere else. Artists don 't
then ascertained more precisely work on a domestic sea le any
us ...
"We try to attract as wide an the policy of the gallery regarding more, it's much more public,
audience as possible, in fact our the exhibits.
more openly for exhibition , much
"The area we try 10· cover is larger.
audience is a bit younger than for
contemporary
art
internationally'
other galleries, I think that
reflects our contemporary image
of art , but for all that it is a broad
audience, it is a general art audience .... Edinburgh has a great
number of people interested in
art, who have not only come to see
things we would have predicted
people coming to ; obviously
people interested in art come
I ' ' \..
The Fruitmarket is a focal point of
interest in Edinburgh , and we're
also right in the centre of town , so
!hare's a big floating public just
70LD FISHMARKETCLOSE
looking for something to do .. .
EDINBURGH
TEL: OJ/ .'J25 5428
We have very interesting things,
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Hands across the water
Elizabeth Powers, an American student on the Edinburgh-Pennsylvania Exchange scheme, here outlines the
svrprises, differences, and disappointments she encountered on arriving at Edinburgh.
The Office of International
Programs at the University of
Pennsylvania
describes
the
Pennsylvania-Edinburgh
Exchange . as one of its most prestigious
and
competitive
exchanges. Because 1986 was the
tenth anniversary of the Exchange
programme, participants and
alumni of the Exchange were
invited to receptions in Philadelphia and Edinburgh last summer
to celebrate the "special relationship" that exists between Edinburgh University and the University of Pennsylvania. Pomp and
circumstance aside, I was very
excited to be selected as a member
of the Exchange because it gave
me an opportunity to live outside
of the US, study at another
school, . travel and meet new
people.
I had all sorts of expectations
about spending a year in Edinburgh , based on the experiences
of friends who had been in Scotland, and the stories of friends
from Edinburgh then studying at
Penn. People assured me that I
wouldn't do any work, and that
I'd have a great time as they gave
me lists of pubs and places to visit.
I knew that Britain was different
from the US, although people did
speak English there, but for some
reason I naively expected Edinburgh University to be just like
Penn , except in Scotland.
The two schools are similar in
size and types of courses offered,
and I felt that the student populations would be similar as I had
heard that Edinburgh accepts students rejected by Oxford or Cambridge, just as Penn accepts students turned down by Harvard
and Yale. Yet when I arrived in
Edinburgh for Freshers' Week , 1
was in for a surprise.
Britain is very different from
America. People here do speak
English , but it became apparent
that I spoke American. Besides

expected to be in a small minority , incredibly impressed by the Social Science. Thus they tend
but wasn't.
Academic Fair held during take a greater number of out . to
To continue with the sweeping Freshers' Week, because never and related courses.
Side
generalisations, Americans are before had I been able to go to one·
I had been told that there
said to be shallower and make university building, let alone one less academic pressure at E;as
more S\Jperficial friendships. I had room and have all my questions burgh , as well as less work ~n
vinced that everybody knew been told that , although it may answered . Registering for lee- this is another relative thing' th Ut
som~thing that I didn 't know , and
take longer, the British friends tures at Penn requires infinite depends upon
the classat
I felt as though I was always walk- one makes during a year abroad
patience, stamina and a map as involved. By adopti ng a cen es
jing down the wrong side of the are friends for life. I can't say yet if
you travel from building to build- attitude and choosing the ri ain
street, wearing the wrong sorts of this is true but I remember thinking trying to sign up for classes you classes (no Business Studies ght
clothes. I recovered from my ini- ing during the tiring first weeks
~':"""'"""'::~'."".';"'."""'~;";""'".":""..........~"'"";~':""'"~~~~~--.:.:..:or

"An American Exchange Student must seem abou~
'novel and exciting as the common cold to an Edinbur~
undergraduate."
must complete before graduation.
At Edinburgh one meeting with
my Director of Studies, an adviser
who actually remembered my
name and knew something about
the classes I was taking , completed my registration. I was
pleased and amazed with this
apparent lack of bureaucracy and
was afraid l'd be out of practice
for my return to Penn , but
at.tempting and succeedfog in
moving out of Pollock HaUs was
enough to keep me fit.
In comparing academic systems, I find that lectures here are
like those at Penn. Some are
good, some are n't as good and
some always seem to be too early
in the morning . It's hard to say
whether students here are more or
less motivated and whether they
do more or less work. Students
here do seem to have more indepth knowledge of particular
subjects because of the different
format of course selection. In general it seems that Edinburgh stu-

Entrance to theCoUege Hall, Pennsylvania.
tial paranoia after being reassured
by a friend from home that I didn't
dress very normally by American
standards either. Expectations about the process
of meeting people were expectations I would have done well to
leave behind . By now it's a wornout cliche that ,Americans are
friendlier and easier to meet than
British people. If this is true, it 's
basically a question of numbers .
At Penn there are 20 Edinburgh

21People assured me that I wouldn't do any work, as they
gave me lists of pubs and places to visit."
the language difference which
branded me as a particular type of
foreigner every time I opened my
mouth, there also seemed to be
subtle, almost indefinable differences in the customs and culture,
as well as the obvious ones. For
the first few weeks I was con-

Engineering) it is possible t
avoid the stress that Penn ~
accused of producing.
Students here seem to have
more contact with their lecturers
even those that are world:
renowned scholars. I'm not used
to having well-known historians
stop me in the corridor to ask how
things are going, and later
reschedule my tutorial in order to
work on a production for the
BBC. I also find it different to
have an expert on Scottish litera.
ture invite me to a Christmas
party at his house or see him refilling wine glasses at an Arts
Faculty reception .
Penn and Edinburgh have various and different strengths and
weaknesses that become more
apparent in" comparison. The
exchange programme allows students to make that comparison.
,
When Igo
back to Penn I may not have as
many
expectations
(they're
dangerous things) but I'll deli-

Exchange students and a very few
other British students in an undergraduate population of 8,000.
Here , where there are almost
uncountably many Americans, an
American exchange student must
seem about as novel and exciting
as the common cold. I had

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED
FOR THE POST OF

CONVENER
OF BJ\NK OF SCOTLAND
SCHOOLS DEBATING
COMPETITION
Forms from the EUSA Offices, Student Centre, which
should be returned there to Mark Simpson.
Closing date for applications: 23rd February 1987.

that I'd be happy to settle for a few
superficial friends.
I found out that at Edinburgh
University clubs and societies
have more to do with meeting
people and making friends than
just adding to your CV - which
can be the situation at home.
Once I started going to a club and
society events, I realised I did
have more in common with the
people around me than just the
universal bonds of humanity, and
student poverty. On one club outing everyone was so relaxed and
friendly they almost seemed like
Americans.
At the end of a week of learning
about Scottish social life and customs by visiting society meetings ,
parties and of course pubs , it was
time to start thinking about
academics - one of the reasons
for my year in Edinburgh - or
that's what Penn though"t. I was

A view of the Penn. campus.
dents specialise earlier and con- nitely see Penn from a different
centrate more heavily on a perspective because I've seen
specific subject. Penn students are Edinburgh.
encouraged and required to study
a variety of subjects within all
three faculties: Arts, Science and
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Lucky Seven

fi) Why me Rick?

It was 4.30 ·on Saturday ing by t':\'O poin1s.
afternoon when Edinburgh
The second half continued to be
University's 2nd XV stand- a closely fought affair with both
v_olleyed the ball , narrowly mis- off, David Davidson, uttered sets of backs seeing little of the
smg the goal on the first attempt , the now immortal words ball as the packs fought it out.
from Just ms1de the Mid-Argyll
Eventually , in the last ten
half. "Friar Tuck" Sherwood tried "Can anyone else Rick?" minutes , the Uni's superior fitness
before
he
sealed
the
XXX's
to emulate this , but only managed
started to tell and they became
a half-hearted effort due to inter- club's best result of a very entrenched in the opposition's
successful season.
ference from his stomach.
half. Something had to give and it

g_dmburgh Uni. 4 Glasgow Mid-Argyll O
In a week when the club
was rocked to its foundations
by two rumoured sex scandals, EU Shinty team overcame internal problems to
triumph over Glasgow MidArgyll at Peffermill.
The first blow came on Thursday when captain"Jimmy Divot"
was discovered to be carrying on
an illicit correspondence with an
under-age first year from. Pollock
Halls. Worse still, when questioned, "Divot" refused to divulge
the gende r of his correspondent.
Links with Harvey Proctor MP,
.have not been ruled out. Then on
Saturday, so-called "Gentleman
Jim " Betterton was discovered in
the clutches of a female near-relative. A source close to the keyhole
said that "the Gent" had offered
no explanation but a full range of
choice expletives.
Fortunately, the rest ot the
team find their fulfilment and pleasure on the pitch, and there was
no shortage of action to keep
them excited during the game.
Within two passes of the throw-up
they had "Pecker" Kinghorn free
inside the 'D' only to see him sent
sprawling from a blatant push on
the back . Although he executed a
fine dive leaving hardly a ripple on
the mud , '·Pecker" failed to
impress the re free.

Second time around, minutes
later, "Pecker" went down in a
replica move, and this time the
refree pointed to the spot. He
stepped up to the mark and slammed the ball between the keeper's
legs to take the first score. Obviously this was a tactical psychological move, for when" Pecker" next
took the ball in front of goals the
keeper was too pre-occupied in
protecting his nether regions to
notice another ball going past him
into the net. The goal came from a
solo run by the full forward, who
slipped past two backs to take his
shot.
By this stage the opposition
were getting a little irate, and
their play became a lot wilder. But
sh inty is a man's game an d the
Uni. showed themselves men
enough to play it. Two players
almost achieved the ultimate to
get their names in the ref's book.
The first , "Stud" Reekie, performed a Torville-and-Dean-Bolero-sliding tackle to stop his opponent from winning off with the
ball, but judging by the refs reaction it wasn't appreciated. Then
"Grandad" Samuel was cautioned
when he tried to point out a misdemenour of his opponent to the
referee in no uncertain terms .
The game did have moments of
good shinty as on the two occasion s when "Quiet Man " Maguire

In taking goa l number three ,
"Grandad" Samuel exemplified
the adage that it 's not always the
hardest things that achieve most
by hitting a well placed shot int~
the net with a light stroke of his
stick. The proficiency of all the
Edinburgh team left the Glasgow
men standing. One exception to
this was "Minx" Mcfarlane .
Although to many , it seems there
are no rules in shinty, there is one
divine commandment: 'Thou
shalt not kick the ball (unless the
refs unsighted)'. A promise has
been made that if " The Minx"
attempts to kick a ball again, any
further temptation will be
removed by removing his legs
from the knees down.
Having conceded three and
unable to breach the solid Edinburgh defence, Mid-Argyll soon
gave up the ghost as the second
half proceeded and when super
sub "Deputy Dougie" Ross too
the field their hopes faded completely. Another fine victory to
make it seven in a row for Edinburgh.
Tomas MagUidhir

Ali's Diplomacy

did. A mistake by a Watsonian 's
forward in front of the posts gave
Davidson a chance at goal. Davidson took it, the XXXs club won it
and the icing was on the cake.

Edinburgh Uni 7

Watsonians 6

The match had started with the
home team fo rcing the XXXs club
into defence but the 'bhoyos'
dealt with all that Watsonians
could throw at them . This pattern
of last ditch defence looked as
though it could continue throughout the half until the referee
decided enough was enough and
awarded a debatable penalty try .
to Watsonians.
Going six nil down brought life
to the University team however
and they were soon taking the
game to the opposition. An intelligent break round the side of a
maul by scrum half Alasdair
Gardner led to a great support
play try for the University's No. 8
Rick Farquharson. The try
remained unconverted .
With prop-forward Findlay
MacBean continually having to
leave the field to prepare his
Rambo impressions , the University continued to hold their own
and went into half time only trail-

Kirkcaldy 0 Edin Uni 2nd XI 3
The 2nd XI travelled across
the Forth to Kirkcaldy, hoping to continue their unbeaten
run of three games and thus
stay top of their league:
unfortunately on arrival we
were told that the match had
been cancelled
some
bureaucratic problem with
the owners of the pitch.
Nevertheless Ali Gray, team
skipper, used all his diplomatic skills and thus reversed the
decision.

In beating the 2nd XV of the
club currently lying third in the
national league first division the
Uni proved what they had al;;,ays
believed, their club had strengthin-depth to equal even the
greatest clubs in the land .

. If this match was the icing then
the cake was very rich indeed.

After losing their first two league
matches the 2nd XV had
remained unbeaten in the league
finishing a creditable joint second . Also during the fi rst term tne
2nd XV had retained the Scottish
Universities 2nd XV Championship without it ever looking in
danger.
So far this term the 2nds. have
only lost one match, in Oxford to
a I st XV, and have also scored
two famous victories. The victory
on Saturday was only marginally
more important than the earlier
victory against a Preston Lodge
2nd XV who had just finished runners-up to Boroughmuir in the top
division of the Edinburgh 2nd XV
League. That victory 25 points to
four and the fourth month and
the still going, unbeaten r~~ t~
another 2nd XV had started
people talking about Edinburgh
UNiversity 2nd XV but the win on
Saturday left some speechless.
Seamus Beathain

Pete Vlnewstock , shock free any virility. Well, well , nice one
transfer from the first team to play lads! See what you miss?
the second half - and he even
Anywaya pleasing result for all
added the third killer goal. But
really it was a bland half, with concerned; on behalf of the team I
Charlie Ogilvie feeling ill and skip would like to thank Mrs Dean for
making a mockable attempt at a her service as official Team kit
penalty flick; but at leas,t that man Lauderer and Ian for at least
Reid again excelled as umpire in 'bringing the kit , and also to the
spite of some brainless Irish driver for letting me put my dead
good various tape on the sound
advice.
system, at least until the Mary
After the match it was back to Chain came on.
the clubhouse for beer and those 1-:=======!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.... I
strange Scottish pies (what are
they?). And that was that. Well I
The University team had a com- might as well tell people what they A short reminder ..• this Saturfortable first half, indeed they miss by not playing hockey for the day . . . at Murrayfield . .. the
stormed to a 2-0 lead with goals . U niversity: you miss the fun Irish come to town, having already
from David Hutchison and Bill packed coach journeys (some- conquered hapless England . . .
times six hours long) , the chance two years ago ireland took EdinAird , both of which Steve Reid
had a hand in. But unfortunately of never meeting a girl or boy if burgh by storm .• .a repeat perforLast week, Edinburgh University ens team pay agamst noo er
you play for the girls team) and mance would surely be u .......... he could not keep up his present
some really witty shOwer banker; order? •.. Surely? ... Scotland v. and Squash, who are way out in front at the top of the league. The highgoal-a-game fo rm and volunteers
there are even jokes about people Ireland Rugby Union Interna- flying visitors were so keen to get to the pub that they were ready
to umpire the second half - what
promptly at seven o'clock, avowed to win the match 18-0. However,
a team player - thus allowing who use Apricot scrub not having tional .
Graeme Sellar (pictured above on the right) took a game off Steven
Sproul, and his example was followed by Paul Jeffrey , Neil Mcleod and'
"Shak" White. Consequently an 18-6 def~at was sustained.:.... a relatively
good result. What was still better was the 2 of the sAS side had to leave
early, so the ''slate" in the Southsider was quite bearable.

In Brief

ALTERNATIVE

C·L·ll·B C·O·R·N · E·R
Motor Club

PROSPECTUS 1987
WHATEVER YOU
THI NK ABOUT YOUR
COURSE - tELL US NOW!
GUIDELINES AVAILABLE FROM

-

THE EUSA OFFICES
9TH MARCH

e

e

DEADLINE

SIT DOWN AND DO IT NOW

.

On the weekend of 7th/8th
March 1987, Leeds University
Union Motor Club will be running
the 3rd National Student Motorsport Championship, taking over
from Manchester and Salford Students Auto Club (MASSAC) who
have successfully organised it for
the last two academic years.

year it has a 90-car (maximum)
entry to accommodate the championship competitors and other
local non-student crews.
Any further information can be
obtained from Tim Sutherland
(the championship oc-ordinator)
at 22 Delph Mount , Woodhouse ,
Leeds L56 2MS.

Fencing

The competitions include an
A Fencing Club competition on
auto\est, which is a test of driving
skills at low speed arourtd a sequ- March 1st will be held in the Plea-·
ence of bollards , on a loose sur- sance Sports Centre. Competitors
face . A table-top rally , which tests for the Ladies and Mens Fioil
the navigator, taking the form of should check in at 10 am, though
an examination in map reading entrants should have no more than
etc. Lastly there is the "Mobil 1 two years experience. Further
Northern Lights Road Rally" details and entry forms from Niall
which LUUMC has run compe- Anderson, 3 The North Walk,
tently for the last two years. This Mirningside Drive, Edinburgh.

•

"We 'll hae a laugh,
We'll eat an drink,
We'll even hae a dram,
For we're no here tae honour
Rab,
We're here tae honour Tam."
What is it about the name
Burns? As if it wasn't enough
that 18th century Scotland
_produced Rabbie, a genius
with the quill now virtually
honoured every January ;
20th century Scotland now
produces tommy - a genius
with the football.
The other Monday evening,
Edinburgh/ Heriot-Watt Universities Celtic Suvporters Club
broke new f(rounq _by choosinf!. to
honour tlie "flame-haired Celtic
midfield maestro with the educated
left foot." at their own Burns celebration . Tommy himself was there
- and when was the last time that
Burns himself was present to hear
his own "Immortal Memory"
toasted? Certainly not at most
Burns Suppers - where they're
too busy readingpoetry ro mice to
wonder how Rangers stalwart
English international defence
managed to keep Adrian Sprott's
name off the scoresheet . .. except
for that one solitary goal. Acc1es
were duly toasted.

Some hae meat an canna play,
Like Butcher, Greig an
Cooper
But we hae meat, an we can
play,
An Tommy Burns is super."
Other guests on the night were
Tommy's team mate - Honorary
President of the Supporters Club
Brian McClair, Hugh Keevins of
Radio Clyde and The Scotsman,
Tom Shields of The Glasgow
Herald an d Anthony Troon ,
again of The scotsman.
''Well, Arthur, it was a game
of two halves."

Members of the Edinburgh/Heriot-Watt Universities Celtic Supporters Club with Tommy Burns - 'im with the ball
The n~ar capacity crowd were
weicomed to the hallowed turf of
the Teviot . Row Sandwich Bar
(bedecked for the occasion with
green and white banners) by the
MC for the evening - club
member and Treasurer of EUSA
David "designer football" Duncan. The excellent meal consisted
of traditional Bums fare-haggis
("guitared in" in traditional manner), neeps and tatties , bannocks
an keppochs wi butter, macaroon
bars and spearmint chewing gum
- all as listed in the "Feeshal
Programme".
Aft
t"ng the assembled
er ea t '
. II
faithful were treated to a specia y
d
"W /I
rehearsed"
prepare by
, a Glaswegian
e
called
tunette
Charlie McBride and Club Secret-

~ry ~nd

event organsier Paul
Reilly.
The club presented McClair
with a "Maurice Johnston kit"
consisting of a bottle of bleach ,
suntan lotion and a white Porsche
(Matchbox variety) , while Brian's
room mate Tommy was also presented with a token of the club's
appreciation - a football autographed by all the club's members
(price £1.25 Woolworth's , Lothian Road).

Lacrosse

On Thursday 19th February,
the Sports Union plays host at an
Open Evening for the Heads o!
Physical Education from schools
all over the Lothians to promote
the University's sporting image.
The Open Evening is part of an
overall University drive to prom·
ote Edinburgh, and in encouraging prospective students to both
participate and excel in sport, the
Sports Union hopes to show that
student life here does not end when
lectures finish.
- - - - - - -- - - - On Sunday 22nd February at Peffermill , a round-robin Ladies
s
rugby competition between . t.
Andrews , Dick Vet. and_ Edin·
k
burgh University teams will ta e

Four Edinburgh 1st team members attended the Scottish
National Trials at DCPE over the
weekend. Serena Michie played
excellently, and was selected for
the Scotland 'A' team and Scotland U-2 l : Well done! The others
Alex Dampney, Caroline Gunn
"Well, Rex, where is that cue- and Rachel McMullen all did very
ball going .• '. ?"
well. Alex and Caroline werechosen for the Scotland 'B' team an d
The above quote has nothing to
d R h I f th Scot
Caroline an
ac e or e
·
do with footba ll , but then again land U-21 . Luckily the 12 hours of
neither does Graham Roberts.
lacrosse proved successful!
Tim Malloy
_ _ _...,:P~l.:.a.:.
ce.:.·~~--~""".""'."'.'~:-:;::ii:i.1
of Palestine have a Permanen t l::.xhibi·

STUDENT INFORMATION SERVICE

tion in he Mendela Centre from 16th
Feb. to 20th Feb. Please show your con·
cern for deprived Palestinian ch ildren_ by
oringing materi,al aid to the stall dunng

064.
Single room available in three- month and bills. Ref No 090.
International Week. (Mandela Centre).
ACCOMMODATION
·, Shared room available for two person Stockbridge flat. £25 a Single room available in five-per- Sludenl'sclassifiedsectionisafree
AVAILABLE
6
males in city centre flat. £100 per week . Ref No 084.
son Newington flat. £ 0 per service to readers. We welcome
Single room available in Pleasance month and bills. Ref No 080 ·
accommodatt'on, "for sale" and
Listings with reference num- month . Ref No 065.
.
MISCELLANEOUS
other small adverts. Adverts
Shared room available in six-per- flat. £22 a week. Ref No 085.
hers can be followed up by son Marchmont fl at. £85 per Two single rooms avai lable in fiveshould be kept to a maximum of3ll
going to the Student Aecom- month. Ref No 049.
person flat in South Clerk Street. Interested in China , Japan & SE Asian words and may be handed into the
modation Service at 30 Single room available in four-per- £85
h d b"ll R f N 089
Society? Then come along to the found48 Plea
eac an 1 s. e 0
·
ing meeting at Potterrow 19th & 20th Student office (first floor,
;
Buccltmch Place.
son Sciennes flat. £88 per month. Two single rooms available in Feb, 1-2 pm. All ideas and suggestions sauce) or placed in the red Stud~n
Vacancy for two or three people in Ref No 088.
three-person flat in Marchmont. on any aspect of life and culture very collection boxes in the Teviot
two single or one single and one Single room available in four-per- 4thyearstudentsorpostgraduates welcome. For moie information, see Foyer, Mandela Centre Uni~n
shared room in Canonmills flat. son Morningside flat. £100 per preferred . £81.65 each and bills. posters in the Unions , or phone Leslie, Shop and in A&M Reid grocers in
Final or postgrad uate student pre- month and bills. Ref No 081.
Ref No 050.
667 1971 , Ext. 131 . See You!
the KB Centre.
ferred . £120 per month. Ref No Male wanted for single room in s· 1
'J bl · Pl
"Peavey Studio 40" Combo for sale.
four-person Pleasance flat. £80.40 mg e room avat a em easance With distortion and reverb , brand ew. ~:111~ ·~ ~·~
77.
~
'ngle oom avat'lable t'n Blacket per month and bills. Third , fourt h flat.d 4th yearf student
d £80or40 post·d excellent condition. PLUS, quality uitar
1
r
gra uate pre erre .
.
an
lead , microphone and stand and guitar
t
Avenue flat . £80 per month . Ref year or postgraduate st udent pre- bills. Ref No 09).
(needs attention. only £150 ono. Tel:
Student's editorial offices are a
0076.
ferred. RefNo083.
Male or female wanted for single Cathy6682845 ,evenings.
48 Pleasance, first floor, P::~~
hared room available for two Single room available in two-per- room in Newington fl at to share Material Aid for a Kindergarten in the 5581117/8or 6671011ext.44 ·
emales in three-person Polwarth son Newington flat. £100 pe r with one other . £107.50 per Gaza Strip, is badly needed. EU ~ri~nds you want
get involved, _corn~
~a~t;.;.£~80~e~a~c~h~e~r~m~o~n:!Jthl;..,!R~e~f~N~o-!!m!!:o~n~th!!_!a!!n~d!,b~il~Is:;,.~~""'."'~-"""':~-":"-.:::::"'.:".':'"'.".'-----.:...--:::---;:-'"".":--------:-1 along to the10 Editorial Meeung 0d
~
.
.
~~or
.A/;ArJWHIL[ ..
GllCK IN 'ffit: N£W- J...0D r-.~
the sect10n
meetmgs,
I"
below. Alternatively , phone us
1'fS..:::
of
leave a message.
"!ftf ""
EDITORIAL MEETING
Friday; 1 pm
MUSIC
Wednesday; I pm
ARTS
Thursday; 1.15 pm at
Bannerman's pub
FEATURES
Wednesday; 1.15 pm
NEWS
Thursday, 1 pm
FILM
WHAT'S ON

11

~:b~~RAPHY, GRAPffJCS
Friday; 1.30 pm

